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Compiled Front Radio Dispatches
By JANET HOTIIERstALL, MARY GOTTstliALK and DOANE YAWGER
Senator Robert E. Kennedy was shot three times at 12:15 this morning as he stepped

off a platform following a victory address in the

Seventh Street Rally
Supports Grad Protest
By GINA TRAEGER
Spartan Daily Staff Writer
The Mexican-American demonstration proposed for graduation
exercises received wide support
at a Seventh Street rally yesterday. despite an appeal by the administration for its cancellation.
A statement read by ombudsman J. Benton White from President Robert D. Clark said in part,
"I am hopeful that the steps we
have taken including recent staff
appointments will be sufficient evidence of our good faith to make a
demonstration unnecessary."
Dan Hernandez, demonstration
coordinator for Mexican-American
Student Confederation
however, called Dr. Clark’s statement "naive."

is u wm. machine that destroys and
expi ,ii.. people who seek human
dignity. This same worthless education sends you out into our communities as social workers."
He said Dr. Clark is a "most
abrupt symbol of how uneducated
the administration is about the
problems of the Chicanos."
Harry Edwards, instructor in sociology said, "College is a pt cc to
prepare people to live in a relevant society. Its primary responsibility is to students and not
Reagan or Rafferty.

to walk out during the national
.inthem.
Dr. E. E. Rutherford, president
of the American Federation of
Teachers (AFT’, said the demonstration had his personal support.
He said the AFT collected $100 for
MASC and had voted unanimously
on Monday to join with MASC in
marching into and out of the ceremonies.
ASB President Dick Miner restated his support for the demonstration and called for students to
"stick together."
The Mexican-Americans have
also received support from the ASB
Human Relations Comission, Students for a Democratic Society, the
Peace and Freedom Party, Professors Against the War, the United
Black Students for Action, and
Robert J. Stroughter, candidate for
Supervisor, second district

Embassy

Room

of

the

.Ambassador

Hotel in Los Angeles, according to late Radio reports.
I.ate reports from Central Receiving hospital where Kennedy was taken after the
shooting stated his condition was "critical" having been shot in the front forehead, right
ear and shoulder.
Kennedy was immediately transferred to Good Samaritan Hospital where a neurosurgeon was waiting. At 1:25 a.m. Frank MacKowitz,
scribed Kennedy as "breathing
well and with a good heart. I
do not think he is conscious."
All external bleeding was
stopped by 1:17 a.m. At 2:30
this morning surgery began to

Kennedy’s

press secretary,

de-

Treasurer ResignsAccepts New Post

remove a bullet from Kennedy’s
brain.
By SUSY LYDLE
nation," Miner said. "It is not only
As he walked through the
sat
Spartan Daily Staff Writer
legitimate, but of the highest
kitchen to a press conference,
KAREN MEADOWS
Jeff Mullins resigned as ASB priority that this direct, student... accident victim Kennedy turned to speak to a Treasurer last night to accept the initiated
educational revolution
follower and was shot at point appointment to Commissioner of
begin here and now.
blank range wills a .22 calibre Educational Reform from ASB
EXPLORATION
pistol.
President Dick Miner. Miner apThe Student Declaration on
His assailant has been de- pointed Dave Alkman with StuEducation would be a product of
scribed as a swarthy Caucasian dent Council approval.
Mullins will head the new Asso- exploration and definition by the
with dark, curly hair. Olympic
ciated Students Educational In- Student Commissioner and the
champion Rafer Johnson threw
’TAKE SCHOOL OVER’
volvement Program, according to Student Board of Education as to
himself between Kennedy and Miner. Mullins, working with an the reasons why 20,000 students
"Students have a right to take
the assailant to shield hint from interim Students Board of Educa- should meet regularly with 1,000
this school over to make it fulfill
tion, will develop a six-point pro- professors, in short declare what
its responsibility. Unless they want
Funeral sers ices lot Karen Lynn further attack.
the student believes a college eduAll-pro football tackle Roosevelt gram during the summer, actionanother Columbia or France, the
Meadows, 19-year-old SJS coed,
able in part in September, and cation is all about, according to
administration will have to listen
will be held at 10 a.m, tomorrow Grier helped Johnson wrestle the
Miner.
will:
to you."
at the Lima - Salmon - Erickson suspect into police custody and out January in full, which
Miner will ask council to set
"I, Establish a Student Board
Edwards called for the graduates
Cathedral Chapel, 710 Willow St., of the room. Eye witnesses report
aside one-third of the remaining
MeCARTIIV SUPPORTS
the assailant shouted "I did it for of Education in cooperation with
San Jose, Burial is pending.
ASB
funds, estimated at $30,000,
Council.
The Mexican-American
Miss Meadows died Sunday in my country. I’m saving the coun- the Student
to initiate the program. Workorsdnamed
DeclaraStudent
Prepare
a
"2.
try."
The
suspect
appeared to
drew support from Senator Eugene
a Contra Costa County hospital of
study funds of $12,000 are also
McCarthy, who backed the ’’Chi injuries received Saturday in a cringe while in the grasp of John- tion on Education which is strong, available, according to Miner.
comprehensive
and
actionable.
son
and
Grier.
cano challenge" in a statement.
boating collision at. Indian Slough,
"3. Formulate a teacher evaluToday’s Graduation Edition is
SUSPECT UNIDENTIFIED
While in San Jose, McCarthV
near Martinez.
Los Angeles Chief of Police ation program whereby students edited by Spartan Daily Staff
signed a petition citing the educaInjured in the same accident
tional system’s failure to prepare
"I’m the man who jumps over corning I ne re -sale of books in the were two other SJS students, Thomas Redden announced about may evaluate and make recom- members Sue Ilauk and Ron Ruthmendations to their instructors.
erford. This is the last scheduled
its graduates adequately for going the bureaucratic chasm," Earl bookstore.
James Dawers, 21, and Jerry Mc- 2 a.m, this morning that the susREVISE SYSTEM
edition of the year.
Each professor must submit a Kay, 21, both members of Sigma pect apprehended by Johnson and
out into the Chicano community. Hansen, the newly appointed stu"4. Work to establish a rei took list to the bookstore indi- Alpha Epsilon. Dawers is listed in Grier has not been identified.
This petition will be presented to
Students will discuss the teacher
dent ombudsman, declared.
Kennedy’s wife, Ethel, remained vised, rational, and relevant syscating which texts he will be using critical condition at Contra Costa
Dr. Clark at commencement.
and come back to the board with
and
tem
of
education
at
SJS,
i.e.,
regis"My
purpose
this
semester
at
his
side
until
the
for
ambulance
was
the
next
semester.
The
student
arMcKay
Hospital.
County
In its entirety, Clark’s statement
evaluation rating and then take
rived. She remained composed and tration, adding and dropping
said, "I support o u r Mexican next is to act as an agent to help ombudsman discovered that if a treated and released.
this to the instructor. The same
courses,
class
size,
and
grading.
held
a
handkerchief
to
his
certain
book
doesn’t
appear
on
the
head.
American students in their de- students find a resolution to their
SHERIFF REPORTS
procedure will follow five weeks
"5.
Coordinate
and
work
with
At
1
a.m.
the
Reverend
refund
Thomas
bookstore
the
list,
will
not
mands for greater recognition of problems which they have been
According to Contra Costa
student groups and faculty organi- from the end of the semester. "If
the student’s money.
their needs in higher education.
County Sheriff Department re- Peaches had administered the last
Improvement hasn’t been shown,"
unable to solve through any other
"I’m making up a proposal for ports, Charles Roberts, 37, of San rites of the Roman Catholic zations seeking educational reform said Miner, "the board will con"We ought to have more courses
the bookstore to assume this re- Jose, pilot of the other, boat Church to the Senator. This Is at SJS and in the State College tact the instructor, department
and more course content on the means," Hansen said,
Hansen explained that he has sponsibility, instead of each pro- stated he was rounding a "blind normal procedure for a seriously system.
Mexican -American culture, on so"6. Implement greater student chairman and the academic vice
cial and economic problems of mi- already received several com- fessor," Hansen stated, "because curve" on the slough, next to the injured or ill member of the Cathinvolvement in all processes of president."
nority peoples, on Mexican and plaints, two of which he has been I’ve discovered that over 40 per right bank, while towing a skier. olic faith.
EVALUATION
The Kennedy family at Hyannis education at SJS, i.e. curriculum
cent of the professors don’t sub- He says he saw a boat in front of
Latin American history, literature able to do something about.
The evaluation system will becommittees, academic senates,
The first complaint coming from mit this list."
and art.
him and swerved to avoid it. The Port, Mass, were notified of the
Any student who has gripes or other boat swerved the same way shooting early this morning. Anne fairness, promotion, retention and gin in one school, in Social Science,
students was about the cafeteria
Gargon, a Kennedy relative, said, tenure committees, as well as Humanities, or Education, accordMORE MEXICAN-AMERICANS service, or lack of it, according to suggestions for solutions to gripes and the two collided.
Sharing in the selection process of ing to Miner.
may contact Earl Hansen in the
Miss Meadows, a native of San at 4:32 a.m. EST, that neither of
"We ought to have more Mexi- the student ombudsman.
"I consider that position a treall administrators."
Jose, was a sophomore recreation Kennedy’s parents would be
"I’ve heard comtant gripes from Student Union.
can-American students in our class"The most pressing task facing mendous challenge," says Mullins.
major and member of Gamma Phi awakened. She said his mother,
rooms, more financial support for students about certain food servthe students is that of immediate, "We’ve been talking to people and
Beta sorority. She would have Rose Kennedy, would be notified
them, more Mexican-American pro- ices not being available," Hansen
progressive, student involvement in reesarching the idea, and we’ve
been one of the SJS Song Girls in the morning when she arose for
fessors. We have begun to make said, "and so I’ve submitted a list
educational reform, both at SJS, found no other program like this
next fall. Last semester, she was early Mass.
progress on all of these fronts, as of specific complaints to Michael
(Continued on Page IA)
and throughout California and the
RELATIVES NOTIFIED
one of 10 semi-finalists in the anthe recent staff report shows, but Dolan, the cafeteria manager."
In London, Jacqueline Kennedy,
Dolan assured Hansen that his
nual Winter Carnival Queen
we have not done enough. We shall
widow of assassinated President
Pageant.
do more."
staff would look into the gripes
John F. Kennedy, was notified at
MEMORIAL CA3IPERSHIP
He then expressed hope the dem- and do its best to accommodate
The Statement on S t lid en t
the students better.
A Karen Meadows Memorial the home of her sister, Lee
onstration would not be needed.
Rights a n d Responsibilties a
Campership is being established Bouvoir Radizwell and her only
Hernandez answered Dr. Clark
Hansen is presently working on
by saying, "Our colege education another student complaint eon- "Magna Carta" which outlines by her sorority sisters at Gamma statement was "No, it cannot have Group I classes meet daily, MWF, M, W, F, MTW, MWTh, MTWF,
rights of students under adminis- Phi Beta, "to give a youngster the happened."
MWThF, MW, ME, WF.
trative law was formally rati- experience of attending summer
Senator Ted Kennedy, brothcr
fied by Academic Council Monday. camp, in her name," according to of Robert Kennedy, was at the Group II classes meet TTH, T, Th, TWTh, MTTh, MTThF, MTWTh,
President Robert D. Clark put the spokeswoman Kathy Sommerville. victory celebration at San FranTWThF, TThF.
document into immediate effect.
Survivors include her father, cisco Headquarters in the Fair- Class Time
Test Hours
Group
Test Date
The thick document was debated William A. Meadows, manager of mont Hotel when word of the
in Academic Council and Student Master Equipment Co. in Santa shooting arrived. The only word 730 a.,,.
7:30 to 9:45 a.m.
Thursday, June 13
Council all semester. Representa- Clara and Mrs. Meadows, a teacher given him was "encouraging," ac- 7:30 a.m.
10 to 12:15 p.m.
11
Thursday, June 13
10 to 1215 p.m.
tives of Academic Council devoted in the Franklin-McKinley School cording to press reports. He imme- 8:30 an,.
Friday, June 7
diately chartered a plane and flew 8:3011".
7:30 to 9.45 a.m.
their last two meetings to making District.
II
Friday, June 7
1
7:30 to 9:45 a.m.
minor word revisions before unaniMonday, June 10
9:30 a.m.
Other survivors include three to Los Angeles,
Wire services and radio reports 9:30 a.m.
senator Robert F. Kennedy has been shot. At this uniting mously approving it.
II
10 to 1215 p.m.
Monday, June 10
brothers, Gary, Gregory and Rich10 to 12:15 p.m.
The Statement outlines the rights ard, and a sister, Sandra, all of conjectured there may have been 10:30 a.m.
Tuesday, June 11
it is not known whether he will live. A fellow human being
credence
Lending
11
7:30 to 9:45 a.m.
a student has in class and on
Tuesday, June 11
10:30 a.m.
grandparents, two assailants.
who desired to be the President of a deeply disturbed nation, campus. It guarantees certain legal San Jose, and her
are reports there 11:30 a.m.
10 to 12:15 p.m.
1
Wednesday, June 12
Mr. and Mrs. George W. Day, also to this theory
apthe
fired
and
ten
shots
were
11
7:30 to 9:45 a.m.
Wednesday, June 12
11:30 a.m.
a man who lost his brother to an assassin’s bullet, has been procedures which must be used of San Jose.
six
held
only
weapon
prehended
12:30 p.m.
3:30 to 5:45 p.m.
Wednesday, June 12
before sanctions can be levic I.
shot.
bullets.
11
1 to 1:16 p.m.
12:30 p.m.
Wednesday, June 12
Despite adoption of the StateAnother senseless act of violence has taken place in a ment, Academic Council did leave
The suspect must have been 1:30 p.m.
1
1 to 3:15 p.m.
June
11
Tuesday,
lying in wait for some time, since 1:30 p.m.
II
3:30 to 5:45 p.m.
Tuesday, June 11
some important items hanging in
nation which was created to be a land of peace for all.
Senator Kennedy was an hour late 2:30 p.m.
Monday, June 10
3:30 to 5:45 p.m.
mid-air. One was a complaint by
This act was senseless. N’iolence is senseless. Regardless of several department chairmen
for the victory celebration.
11
2:30 p.m.
1 to 3:15 p.m.
Monday, June 10
3:30 p.m.
the problems and inequities suffered by any individual or any which attacked the system of priv1 to 3:15 p.m.
Friday, June 7
FOUR WOUNDED
Friday at 5 p.m. is the deadline
11
3:30 to 5:45 p.m.
Friday, June 7
According to radio reports at 3:30 p.m.
group, all people of this nation had better start seeking ways ileged early registration for ath- for submitting applications for ad7 to 9:15 p.m.
1
Friday, June 7
letes, band members, student gov- mission to the graduate program at least four other persons were 4:30 p.m.
to work together.
3:30 to 5:45 p.m.*
Friday, June 7
11
SJS for fall semester, according to wounded. Identified are Paul 4:30 p.m.
ernment leaders and others.
7 +0 9:15 p.m.
Thursday
Thursday, June 6
Schreve, United Auto Workers 1:00 p.m.
Admissioas Oficer Roy Delpier.
People must start now to act on behalf of their fellow men
Monday
7 to 9:15 p.m.
Monday, June 10
SJS students receiving a bacca- executive; Bill Weischel, ABC 7:00 p.m.
and stop feeling sorry for themselves. We must, in the words
Tuesday
Tuesday, June 11
7 to 9:15 p.m.
laureate negree this spring or sum- newsman, Irwin Stroll, a 17-year- 7:00 p.m.
of the late President John F. Ke
not think in terms of
7 fa 9:15 p.m.
Wednesday
Wednesday, June 12
mer are considered new students to old youth, and an unidentified 7:00 p.m.
"Cat Ballou" will he this semes- the graduate program and must woman.
"what your country can do for you." but instead "what you can
*If desired, the time of this examination period may be changed to
ter’s last Friday Flick at 7 and submit an application by Friday to
Senator Eugene J. McCarthy. 4:30 to 6:45 p.m.
do for your country."
10 p.m. in Morris Dailey Audi- be considered for enrollment, Del- Kennedy’s opponent in the Calitorium.
Admission
is
40
cents.
If we don’t, we may not have our emintry much longer.
pier said.
fornia presidential primary, was Experimental History I7A, Spanish IA, and Spanish I B daises will take
Jane Fonda and Lee Marvin,
Students who apply before the awakened and rushed to the Grand their finals on Thursday, June 6 at Ito 3:15 p.m. French IA, I B classes
The Staff of the Spartan Daily who won an Academy Award for deadline may continue to file tran- Ballroom of the Beverly Hilton in will fake their finals on Thursday, June 6 at 5:30.7:30 p.m.
his performance, star in this come- scripts, test scores and other re- Los Angeles to offer a moment of Examinations for daily and four-day classes may, at the option of the
lated materials after Friday.
((’ontinued on Page 3%)
Instructor, extend ever the two examination periods which they control.
-41111 dy western,
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Editor’s Notes

’Up to the Traveler’
Just aluis . this column. under the
mast head. is the credo the Spartan
Daily has tried to follow this semester.
Good journalists realize there are many
tides to a given story, and it is indeed
up to the traveler to decide which
route. if any, he decides to take."
To many this may seem like a rut in
the middle of the road which must be
a bore to travel. In reality, it reprtsents one of man’s greatest challenges.
To divorce (one’s self from personal
bias in an attempt to present the
various aspects of a story is extremely
difficult. .At times we failed at this.
because journalists, too. are human.
The only time the Daily took a stand
this semester came when we ran front
page editorials to discourage violence
during the last anti -Dow Chemical
demonstrations. People take their own
chances driving on the highway. They
shouldn’t have to do so while walking
on their own campus.
Other issues such as participation in
the International Student Strike were
considered personal matters. So it is
with the planned commencement walk June I I. 1 person has a legal right
to walk out on his graduation ceremony if he chooses. However, if the
legal rights of others are threatened in
the process. the iolators must be fully
punished acciirding to the law.
In the interest of airing another side
of NIS’ turbulent racial issues, it is this
writer’s feeling that President Robert
D. Clark is a national administrative
leader in campus minority reforms. He
is not receiving adequate credit or
cooperaiimi for his efforts.
truly free press does not feel compelled to undertake a crusade at the
drop of an issue. It is required to

gather, analyze and present all the information it can regarding any story.
he responsible press does feel compelled to take a stand whenever it
feels responsibility and order are
shunned in favor of carelessness anti
chaos.
In a society which has become as
complex and imperfect as ours, newspapers which will stand in the middle
of it all and report as much information as possible are desperately needed.
If the Spartan Daily approached this
ideal during the semester. it did its
W. C.
job well.

sr
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Reflecting Pool

A Few Final Words for the Semester
Editor:
Today Resuriection City, tomorrow what?
The Rev. Ralph David Abernathy, leader of
the Poor Peoples March, has stated that the
people are there to stay. They are now asking
for permanent roads.
Washington, D.C. has turned a very beautiful park area, beside the Lincoln Memorial
Reflection Pool, into a shack city. Which park
in which city will be next?
Conservationists are shouting for land
preservation, and yet a park is turned into
a shack-home area. I am not against the poor
nor against the Poor Peoples March, but I am
against the ruination of a beautiful public
park. Have recreators challenged this move?
Have they demanded equal land, of equal importance, of equal usefulness, and equal
quality in place of this park? Even if Resurrection City is torn down, there has been
tremendous damage to the land; it is now
one big mud puddle and even when it dries
out, can it be restored to its natural beauty?
I am sure that there are other areas in the
city that could have been used for a temporary or even a permanent city for some
5,000 people.
When this land was suggested, it was for

Telling It Like It Is
By DAN EHRLICH
Who says there’s no conscience on
campus? Wherever did the assumption
come from that the church and state are
separate?
The fact of the matter is our fantastically enlightened_ hut utterly useless student boilt president. Dick Miner, has
taken up the robe of Buddah, and has become not olds the school’s spiritual leader,
but its conscience as well.
Here’s a guy who’s supposed to be a
representative of the entire student body
and the ipit
of orderly conduit: yet
he has the gall to pronounce openly his
support for a plan which would wreck
the intent and atmosphere of thin June’s
graduation.
How a man. or I should say boy, can
have the outlandish audacity to act in his
official i’aJiaiit iii protoking a
disastrom. .mbarrassing and fruit
less situation ends as this lint only is beyond all the bounds of propriety. hut
reason as well.
Yes I know, all people who think as I
do are racist pigs, even when the situation
doesn’t concern race, but nationality. I
never beard of a Mexican race. Consult
a dictionary.
The fact of the matter is I. and I’m sure
many other students, perhaps a little older
than most mulergrads. have worked hard
and waited a long time for this day. And
personally I can’t wait to get the hell out
of here.
But since I. too, have .01Me deep ethnic
ties from the old world, I thought it would
be a nice gesture to my aging parents to
bring them up here for the whole
ceremony.

is

Thrust and Parry

A Very Beautiful Park
Has Become ’Shack City’

But I certainly am not, and I’ll het do
lars to doughnuts, the majority of those
taking part in the ceremony are not going
to stand for anything marring this last
day of college life.
What’s that, Diekie Bird? You say I’m
only being personal and thinking of myself? Your damn straight I am. For when
one group threatens the rights of another
group, which happens to he taking part
in an activity wIiich may have a great deal
of personal significance to various individuals. the issue becomes purely personal.
As for myself, the diploma and erre.
mony mean very little, especially when
you see what a San Jose State diploma
looks like.
Graduation is in fact my liberation
front school. It’s the end of a challenge,
a turning point in life and something
which just had to he completed.
or a
Whether a person winds up a I
millionaire, he still can have the personal
satisfaction of knowing he stuck something out to a successful conclusion.
hut no one is going
And no one
to mess this already middy memory up
for me any worse than it is.
For that hour or PO in Spartan Stadium
truthfully T could care less about anything
else happening in the world, but just
making it out of this creep town and
bourgeois decadent society.
So, Mr. Miner, don’t in your white
knight, or should I say off-white image
of mankind’s saviour, speak for the she
dent hotly or net venni& up as some Fort
of moral leader. You weren’t elected’ for
that if the first place

Muckraking & Other Graffiti)

By JEFF MULLINS

traveler to decide

the temporary billeting of tiled marchers. I
feel certain that this park would not have
been suggested had anyone realized that the
marchers were coming to stay. Is it too late?
Can we still save the land? can we give them
suitable permanent homesites in place of this
park? Or, are these people leaving one slum
area to create _a. worse slum? Surely, where
they are encamped is not large enough to
house so many people, nor are there facilities
of any kind for them.
Are we going to give up our parks and
recreation lands for homes?

Bonnie Batniek, A3713

Sparta Life Co-Writer
Comments On Inserts
Editor:
As co-author of the article "Gittin It Toin the current issue of Sparta Life,
I would like to comment on the stapled
inserts in the magazines now being sold.
INSERTS
The insert reads: "The last paragraph of
the article ’Gittin It Togethah’ which appears
in this issue over the names of Toinette Egan
and S. Younge has been blocked out in response to objections by Miss Younge. She did
not write it and it misrepresents her point
of view."
IMPLICATIONS
By omission the insert implies that I am
responsible for the last paragraph of the article and that I do agree with the content.
Neither implication is correct, however.
I want to clarify the points that neither
Sheila Younge nor I wrote the last paragraph,
and it misrepresents both our viewpoints. I
hope this clarification reaches the students
who have purchased Sparta Life, especially
those students who acted as news sources for
the article.

Rethah"

Tolnette Egan, A12303

’Recognition In Order
For ASB Government’
Editor:
The 1967-1968 ASB has recently carried
through a grant of monies to assist needy
students, mainly the less fortunate minority
students, our fellow human beings. Such a
positive act has demonstrated for some who
believe, .en affirmation in humanity.
A non -paternalistic gesture is proof that
property, money or whatever the substance
may be, is more than just a corporal entity.
Property is a social-economic phenomenon
with which the students at SJS are not afraid
to deal in a positive manner.
As a result of the appropriations, the desire
of approaching the ideal of "equality" of
opportunity for all is somewhat closer to
reality. We are determined to save the world
from something, perhaps ourselves!
Also, it is time to extend recognition to
Harry Edwards, who has jarred some bigotry
from our toe-heads. Let’s admit it, we are
sick when it comes to attitudes about other

races. I for one feel somewhat threatened
when a Negro appears with ii blonde. Yet, al
the same time I do not even know her; list
not proud of this attitude. We in this generation cannot blame ow- forefathers with all the
ignorance and hate in the world. Bigots, not
so different from myself in this present "mod"
generation, can create "evil" too.
At any rate, the intention of this letter was
their demonstration of integrative behavior.
Now, the new ASB government has the
charge of furthering the race, the only race
that really matters, the creation of a humane
human race.

Russ smumers, A1863

Editor’s Note: THRUST and PARRY is continued
on page S of today’s Daily in order that as many
letters as possible could be published before
the close of the semester.

The Cross-Eyed Rabbit*
(*Campus

Crusader

for Truth. Justice and Carrot Soup)

What sort of bizarre circumstances
would have to prevail before a whole
hunch of people would come from as far
away as Texas, or stick ar
1 three extra
days for an event, just so they could leave
in the middle of it?
Well, you guessed it
the SIS graduation exercises (Is that bizarre enough for
you?)
I can see it now. Three thousiand graduates. three limes as many parents and
friends, tons of flowers, bowls of joy and
happiness, all ready for the moment
they’ve all been waiting for and what
happens? somebody leaves.
And pretty soon everybody leaves -everybody that is except most of the
graduates, all of their parents and the
flowers -Naturally all this cotnmotion will tend
to extract some of the joy and harmony
from the somber ceremonies, hut then, it
won’t completely ruin them. Hilt the administration is quick to point out that
we’re d g all we can for the Chicano:
how can we justify letting them ruin the
graduation that so many have worked so
hard to earn?
after all, Ise’rei giving them an institu-

lion, and if you scrounge through the
catalog next year, you’ll find a course in
Mexiean-American history. What more can
you ask?
Well. perhaps you might ask that the
college graduat I, in sociology, police
science, or even the average citizen, just
know what goes on in those areas known
as ghettos. Perhaps you might ask that the
social worker be educated by the people
who otherwise will have to put up with
his incompetince in those ghettos.
Perhaps you might ask that no college
graduate any student who unknotsinglyis
going to perpetuate the society that is depriving so many people of what is rightfully theirs. Perhaps yon might ask that
the state college system require students
to expose themsolves to experts its these
areas. (An expert minally i lefined as one
who knows what he’s talking about. Do
you suppose that a Chieano understands
Chicanos?)
So, if you are one of those mho finds
his graduation program a little altered
come the BIG Nitorr, jmit grab yourself
a carrot and cool it - - then maybe some
day your kblii can be graduated from a
meaningful institution.
Jim Brewer

It was suggested that I do not det at
my final column to the Chicano prob
lems. i Look an
I and you will find this
page pretty well saturated.)
So okay. I won’t ihvote my column to
the problems of the NlexicanAmericans.
I won’t tell you a story about when I
was 11 years old and N hen my father. otn
summer, made me pack my bags and
spend a weekend with sonic migrant
laborers.
It was quite a trip. I I shouldn’t tell you
about it.) During file summer my dad and
I ran a bakery trutk and oecassionally we
would deliver day old goods to this labor
camp for half the price.
One hot afterm lllll I complained to In,
pop that, "I’d rather go swimming than
go to the labor camp today."
This statement led tie a series of discuesions and events and then sine day I founil
myself waving goodbt e to a bakery truek
and spending a couple of days and nights
with grape, prune and vegetable pickers.
Well
since I promised not to devote
my column to the Chicanos. I best not
dwell on the subject any further. But there
are things I still cannot forget. Like:
Clouds of black flies around garbage
cans and along sides of hots: wooden outhouses with odors that made me
scant portions of watery, mealy food:
(lamp, dank smelling shacks: a torn blanket and a swayback mattress: hollowfaced men and sickly, skinny children.
I used to have nightmares after ti
yeah. I forgot. it’s best I 11011.i
weekend
devote my last column to wetbacks.
*
*
*
For once the cross-eyed rabbit and this
writer have agreed.
After sitting in Rabbit’s bunny-hutch
and discussing an ASB budget allocation
gh rash to purchasefor acquiring e
several tons of -Panama Gold- la rare
hybredeross of carrot and another "popular" vegetable) we decided that the 111,ti
ASB Vice-President, Bill Langan. is quite
a nice Greek type. concerned fellow. and
that he would he hest suited to shoot our
budget request through student council.
. . . All joking aside. Langan has surprised a list of people. In three weeks in
office, he has de lllll ustrated real talent
with a gavel (he runs council immtingand real concern for all students. not to
forget the fart that he has dis1ilati41 leadership as well as a distinct understanslie.
of the issues.
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Alienation Emphasized

Cabrera, Chavez Air Chicano
GIN.% TR tit.t.it
Spartan Daily staff Writer
Mexenur-Anteriean militants announced reeentl3 that they will
demonstrate at the June 14 commencement ceremony at SJS. This
brought their cause back into the
headlines.
Caesar Chavez, a newsmaker in
his own right, spoke on Seventh
Street the day the announcement
was made.
Chavez, who organized farm labor and the famous Delano grape pickers strike. said he had thought
striking was "the American thing
to do." but when his people tried
It, they found themselves alone.
Another hero to the MexicanAmericans appeared at SJS earlier
this semester. Roles Tijerina, who
is leading a battle to reclaim three
million acres in the Southwest. presented a fiery speech to a half
Mexican -American, half Anglo audience in Morris Dailey Auditorium. It suffered because he was
trying to speak in English, ,his
second language, to the Anglos.
EXPLOITATION
Dan Hernandez, a memuer of
the Mexican - American Student
Confederation IMASCI said that
racially the Chicano is Indian. He
claimed the missionaries took the
Indians, made them Catholics,
taught them Spanish, and then exploited them. Since then, the White
man has tried to inflict his culture
upon the Chicano.
The list of grievances the Chicanos cite reflect White efforts, in
the eyes of the Chicano, to ignore
their existence and force those individuals who venture into the
While institutions, especially educational ones, to conform to White
standards of dress, speech and
values in general.
The militant Mexican -American
on campus is an angry individual.
However, according to Dr. Arturo
Cabrera, associate profesor of elementary education and candidate
for 25th District Asemblyman, not
every Mexican -American is militant. In fact, not every MexicanAmerican on campus is even willing to identify with his nationality.
The Mexican-American student
is divided into three polarized factions, he said. Those who associate and identify with the Mexican-American community tend toward the activist philosophy.
At the other end of the spec
trum arc the acculturated individ

11.11, will, assume the same mental
,mtlook as Anglos. They have not
eorcerved minority group status.
.They foci no problem and follow
the "pull yourself up by the bootstraps" philosophy, Cabrera said.
In between is a large group, the
educator continued. He knows he is
Mexican in an American culture,
but he is not fully Mexican or
American, so he accommodates.
He’s bewildered, so he accommodates in a way that causes little
conflict to himself and his peers.

New Post for Mullins

%them, iliac

grate6d Aead

Lites by:
Garden of Delights

CAROUSEL BALLROOM
FRI.,

SAT., SUN. - 8:30 - JUNE 7, 8 & 9

couples
come to

Carlyle
Jewelers
in Palo Alto

for their
Diamond Rings
BECAUSE:
They hav shopped and compared and hav found that
Carlyle’s prices ar nver higher and in most instances r
substantially lower than prices
elsewhre - for th same quality Diamonds.

VACATION RENTALS
Back Packing
2.50
l.50
6.00
10.00
3.00
2.50-3.50
4.50
4.00

Cruiser frame
Cruiser pack bag
Down sleeping bag - one lb.
Down sleeping bag - two lb.

Hike-a-poose
Pup tent
Two -man mountain tent
Hiking boots

Camping
Umbrella tent 9x9 - Sleeps 3
Umbrella tent 120 - Sleeps 4
Cottage tent 9x 12 - Sleeps 6
- Tents have floors, screen doors, windows Sleeping bags - standard 3 lb. Dacron

6.50
7.50
11.50

3.00
.30
2.00
1.50
1.50-2.00
2.00

Sleeping bag liner
Coleman camp stove
Coleman lantern

Coleman coolers
Car racks - 3’x3’

Save 20; With ASH Card

Water skis
Ski belts
Ski belts and ski rope
Life jackets
Beach umbrella

per day
2.50
1.50
2.00
1.00

per weekend
3.50
2.00
3.50
1.00
2.00

Rates are for 1 to 7 days
535 Bryant St.
in downtown
Palo Alto
Ph. 323-2834

1266 W. San Carlos

"I:win faculty and students have
mhits and responsibilities in the
ii and conduct and evaluation
.,1
educational program," he
on i inues. "It’s a simple principle.
’ollege and university work is
most important to the student and
ta should have the right to parin decisions that effect
It, " In% Burns concludes.
According to Miner there may
14! sortie resistance from instructors who feel the Tower List is
already an invasion of their privacy. "Students have the right to
determine the type of people
teaching them." says Miner.
Mullins and his assistants will
-ill ly Ire relevance of grades during the summer. "There will be a
Hose examination and study of
I he whole philosophy of the grading system. Many studies have re:. mded that there is very little
[Hes:owe to the ability or inrelli1011’
students in class or their
form:ince on the job after
..mhool." Says Miner.
I nclependent
recommendations
nill he made after the study, ac’,riling to Miner.
Miner says he feels he received
a mandate from the voters demanding progressive involvement1
tr, edue:itional reforms. "This proIntl will afford meaningful stulent participation which is needed
a
a rsaver base for students,"
c,,t1,111(1(’S.

HAYRIDES!

Wafer Sports
Engagement Rings tram 1100

Student Plans Hitch-Hike Trip
Issues To South America, Amazon

VIEW OBSCIRED
However, when talking to the
"activists" in the Mexican -American community, the objective, sociological over-all viewpoint gets
obscured.
"The Anglos don’t know anything about the Chicanos and that’s
why we’ve been messed up!" stated
Norma Fierro, a member of MASC
and former SJS student. "You can’t
separate the campus from the community. But here, the teachers are
in an ivory tower."
"SJS is the root of most of the
problems facing the Chicanos community," said Hernandez, who also
was an SJS student until he
dropped out in favor of community
work. This college has been asked.
threatened, begged, for adequate
education.
Qherty
"Policemen, teachers, social
CHICANO LEADERS Ben Ybarra (I.) and Dan Hernandez are
workers and businessmen who
members of the Mexican-American Student Confederation wkich
graduate from SJS and find themplans io demonstrate at the commencement ceremony June 14.
selves sent out into the Chicano
The students have set up a headquarters in the East Side which
community where the most arrests,
provides
information for the community. Hernandez, who dropped
drop-outs and unemployments ocout of SJS to work for th, Chicano cause, stated, -We are
cur, find that SJS has failed to
trying to provide the opportunity for the community to obtain
prepare them to face the issues,"
pride and self-assurance and understand that the Anglos’ values
he said.
are wrong."
"SJS is part of the oppressive
system," he continued. "The ChiMexico through frequent visits, or said there is less of a drive for
cano is brainwashed. He must
not. The individual families vary." Mexican - Americans to achieve
change or he doesn’t make it. The
Acculturation into American so- these goals and that they may have
college excludes his people, so if
ciety for the family also depends to develop a drive for materialistic
he insists on preserving his identon the Mexican-American com- gain.
ity, he is alienated."
munity. Some communities insul"The image of the Mexican tak
GOOD THINGS
ate the families from the Americar ing his afternoon siesta is a stereoDr. Cabrera explained, "The ac- way of life, Dr. Cabrera said.
type," Dr. Cabrera stated. "Many
tivists are fighting for the right to
Hernandez believes the problem members of the working class get
preserve the good things of Ameri- stems from America’s materialStie up at 3 or 4 in the morning so
can culture. There is need for iden- society. "In the American society, their work is finished by mid-aftification, a need to feel worthy. being human is made secondary to ternoon."
There is a hostile sense of alien- phony luxuries. This culture is a
"The White people should be stuation.
rat -race. It’s too late for me, but died," Hernandez said. "They are
"There is a resentment against maybe my children can have a hu causing the trouble. The White
being asked to forget their mother manized society," he said.
answer is money. The problem is
tongue," he continued, "Spanish is
Dr. Cabrera agreed that Ameri- loused by money and they are tryAnglo
comof no merit in the
cans hm.e materialistic goals_ He , m to solve it with money."
munity."
Dr. Cabrera said Chicano family
structure is not familiar to the
White community. "It retains the.
patriarchal structure of the folk
Dr. Hobert Burns, academic
(Continued fr
society. Males and females have
separate roles - they are not on any campus in tile nation. I’m %lee president, commented on the
equal. The difference between NI,s ixobably the happiest student pt ,igram. "Although I haven’t seen
1110 j/MPOSill, I endorse the general
t in the whole nation
ican-American families depends ell
it ust (if the program, although I
whether they keep their ies in
disagree on details and
III.
Dr. Burns said.

jeffeNsoll "plane
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MEL COTTON’S

TRY THIS FOR A
CHANGE SAT. NITE
A Western evening of square
dancing and popular dancing,
Western food cooked over camp
fi.es, singing. and an hour long
HAYRIDE!

EVERY SATURDAY NITE
No
tions needed. Singles
or couples invited, ONLY $1.50
A PERSON. Call this number for
directions ...
SANTA TERESA
RANCH HAYRIDES

225-0578

By JOYCE AUGUSTIN
Spartan Dully Feature Editor
Stick out your thumb. You may
get to South America.
Dave Martinez, 23-year-old SJS
student, proved it is possible when
he hitch -hiked from San Jose to
San Salvador two summers ago a total of 8,000 miles.
He is planning a return trip
this summer but this time wants
to take a boat trip down one of
the branches of the Amazon,
Martinez and a friend, a San
Diego State junior, will trek
through Mexico to Panama. In
Panama they will take a boat to
Bogata, Columbia, then on down
to Lima, over the Andes to a town
in Columbia called Letizia where
the branches of the Amazon join.
"We will take only bare necessities in a ruck sack, about a hundred dollars in case of emergency
and my snake bite kit," Martinez
said.
The last trip began where all
California tourists begin their vacations - on the freeway. "We
got on the freeway entrance, stuck
out our thumbs and prayed for the
best."
Martinez complained he had a
difficult time getting rides from
Americans either here or in Mexico. "Most of the motorists stopping to pick us up were natives
of the countries we visited."
"Mexico can look great from the
back of a truck," he said. "Once
you get out of the mountains into
the rock
southern Mexico formations, the plants, trees, and
then the rain forests of Guatamala,
El Salvador - it’s beautiful. We
rode through coffee, sugar and cot-

Robt.Kennedy Shot
At Victory Rally
(Continued from rage IA)
silent prayer for Kennedy. Senator’l
McCarthy told his supporters to
"go home and meditate with more
silent prayer."
In Washington, D.C., President
Johnson was awakened and the
White House announced it had "no
immediate comment."
In California, Governor Ronald
Reagan said he "deplored the
shooting."
Charles Evers, field secretary
for the National Association for
the Advancement of Colored
People, was with Kennedy in his
room before Kennedy descended to
make his victory speech. "By the
time I got here, it had already
happened. It just points up the fact
this is
that America is sick .
what hate has done to our country," Evers said.
Both the San Francisco and Los
Angeles Kennedy Headquarters
were in complete shock, not wanting to believe Kennedy’s tragic
shooting. Women were weeping,
men were screaming and kids were
shouting, "How can they do this.
What is our country coming to?"
At 2:35 a.m. California primary
returns showed Kennedy receiving
45 per cent of the votes to McCarthy’s 42 per cent

4,11
C:ir(14
irIdsel
ton plantations and saw work.
1,11:1,1
IA 1th
in white trousers, bright sarapes, 1,1 $2."
and hats with tassels walking
Last sumo,- M irt,rr
along the road."
hikCII to Canada
’-Is.
Martinez said that getting the thinking about Alit, I ,tnit Il ./
necessary papers is not difficult. as future destina I ions. If his I hurrili
"If you don’t have a passport .you holds /all. ssI.

UBSA Seeks Books
The United 13Iack Students tor

for rus-I
.’,nts in
Action it.’13SA I book drive tor the September,
Collection boxes are I.,cated at
Martin Luther King Jr. Memorial
all the dormitories. lh. Stadent
Library will run thiough June 13.
Union, the Omega
trat.d.According to Sheila Younge, nity house, and the Inierdist.iplinbook drive chairman, students and ary Studies Cu’noi.
citizens in the community are donating their books to the drive.
All books collected will be avail_

Open Tonight
Until 9 II.7,

OVER 21?
NEED $5
DO THIS NOW!

Velth

BLOOD IS NEEDED
Mon. thru Fri. 7 a.m..3 p.m.
40 Bassett St.
294-6535
San Jose
-ww-sr-e-w

SI 11tTti Ak TUC
Sunday, June 9, 1968
Morning Seminar 9:45 o.m.
Can Life Conquer Death?
Evening Forum 5:45 p.m.
Do Christians View Christianity Realisihdy?
Speaker; Dick Ekins
---

TONIC ROOM
1897 Alum Rock Ave., San Jose
(for students

over 21)

1/2 Price Draft Daily 3-5 p.m.
254 Spaghetti Dinners Daily 5-6 p.m.
Happy Hours every Thurs. 8 p.m.-2 a.m.
Dancing Nightly

SIMPLE SIMON RESTAURANT
(Adjoining Tonic Room I

Buy one Pizza any size
and get a Pizza FREE

2 for 1

13riii;1 this Cutipiiii

11

kJ V 4\.10

possible.
114I5 15 A POLITICAL ADVERTISEMENT

INDIVIDUAL & GROUPS

SUPPORTING
"Chicano Liberation"

II

0_ Ilk. 0

0

IT’S O.K. TO OWE KAY!
Downtown

65 S. First St.

We validate ell downtown lot 1. .
292.4910 -’-Open Mon., Thurs. & Fri. 1,1

Valley Fair Shopping Center
248.3040 -- Open Arlon. thru Fri. Nid1-,

I 4:

Sunnyvale 200 S. Taafee
793-0591 - Open Than. S Fri. t1.1.

9

.

June 11 Deadline
For Book Return
Graduate a n cl undergraduate
students must return all SJS library books by Tuesday, June 11,
unless an earlier return date is
indicated, according to C. Ralph
Morse, circulation librarian.
Materials needed for final examination study may be renewed
until later in the week. Morse reports that all library accounts
should be cleared as quickly as

STORE

..

COAST TO COAST.

3i,th

Irvr. .r...,

....

........

UNBELIEVABLE
VALUE!
*644 eitaze

$100

No Money Down

SI A Week

_

MASC
J

Mexican -American
Student Confederation
CESAR CHAVEZ
SEN. TED KENNEDY
SEN. EUGENE McCARTHY
BOB STROUGHTER
DR. CABRERA
ASB PRES. DICK MINER
HARRY EDWARDS
S.D.S.
A.F.T.
CSO RESISTANCE
MAPA ACAD. VICE PRES.
U.P.A. PHI CHI
STUDENT COUNCIL
PROFS AGAINST THE WAR

jeelifael t

Marquise Cut
Diamond
Bridal Sets
An inspiring choice of advance designs combined with
glamorous Marquise Cut diamond beauty: rings that
always stay, never stray .... for maximum security.
Engageinent and wedding rings are interlocked, cannot
twist apart or turn. In 141I whoa or yellow gold.

brau ;net
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Moderne Drug Co.
Professional Pharmacists
ANTHONY

CAMPAGNA.

D.

Jr..

*wail.

OPEN UNTIL MIDNIGHT
PHONE

293-7500
SECOND AND SANTA CLARA STREETS
SAN JOSE

PUSRCAT GO GO
7(0), COMING JUNE 6th
THE
FABULOUS

"COASTERS"

JUNE 16th

tHRU

HERE

NOW APPEARING

LORD HENRY
WITH HIS

FABULOUS

LIMBO
REVUE
IT’S
TERRIFIC
WITH THE VOICE OF

SHOW TIMES
CONTINUOUS FROM 9:30

JEANNIE TRACY

Group for Minority Support
Makes Summer, Fall Plans
The Student Minority Support
Commission, a group formed several weeks ago to help minority
students, is making plans full
steam ahead for the summer and
next semester.
The Commission was hastily organized after the assassination of
Martin Luther King to raise a
scholarship fund for minority students and "combat racism at the
grass roots level." Last week the
group met to review what it has
done and what can be accomplished
next semester.
Most of the effort since the
commission’s birth has been spent
organizing and setting up lines of
communication. The group has
brought speakers to campus and
sent representatives to the community. It has taken a strong step
toward providing grants for minority students. It has also published bibliographies and pamphlets to help students be aware
of racial problems.
Plans for the summer and next
semester include:
Begin a mandatory course for
all students which will give insight
on racism -- its causes and cures,
start interracial encounter groups
which would air prejudices and
problems, continue bringing speakers to campus and community,
sponsor a film festival of eineplastics devoted to the race problem, and provide a display for mi-

New Dress Policy
Melvin H. Miller, chairman of
the Department of Law Enforcement and Administration, Monday
issued a new procedural policy
"affecting the manner and methods by which dress infractions and
other minor violations of Departmental regulation are dealt with."
In a memo sent to Dr. Hobert
W. Burns, academic vice president,
Miller stated that "times and circumstances have made inappropriate the procedures previously
followed in calling student attention to such violations."
The policy change came in the
wake of an incident in which Kenneth Jones, senior English major,
filed a complaint against Miller,
charging that the chairman
"snatched my hat," thinking that
Jones was a law enforcement major. Miller later apologized for the
incident, calling it "a case of mistaken identity."

ARETHA FRANKLIN

LUNCHES AND DINNERS
SERVED DAILY IN OUR
)10f8RAU & DINING ROOM
AMATEUR

KSJS Requests
Policy Approval
A new liSTS pro,_:ram policy
which "corrects many of the iiiequities"of the old policy goes
before the final session of the
Academic Council tomorrow for ,
approval.
"The new policy," said Earl
staff member.
HSJS
Hansen,
"establishes the machinery that
would resolve the problems that
broke out this last semester."

yesterday called "untIl ii,
made last week by Con..)smo,

I.

Don Edwards ID-San Jose) again.t
them and a Hayward
group for allegedb
lishing

and

distfibuting

false and defamatory statements"
about him. Edwards has threatened
a libel suit.
The YRs were named in a press
release from Edwards last week
which demanded they "cease printing and publishing" the statements
awl send him a retraction and apology by Monday.
YR President Fred Alton said
the YIN would not ;mot, nice and
that Edwards is "F.dsels
and bullying colltge student, In 111
attempt to Will I he sympa t
the voters.- Alton said Edsvatd.
charges "tarnished" the YR imaee
and demanded an apology and retraction from Edwards or
would take legal action.
Edwards’ charges referred to a
pamphlet called "Just for the Revord," which criticizes his opopsitk)II
to financial support for the Hoos,
Committee on Un-American Activities and to making flag burn illegal. According to John Desmond, Edwards’ aclmin i IT I 1, .1
-lea, sistant. it also allegedlj
his loyalty to the United St,,
Also named in the charge: e.
Hayward political group call -I
"The Comittee." which Edward’
said mailed at least 50,000 copies ,a
the leaflet critieizinrr Edwards’
voting record.

’Bootstrap’ Plan
Introduces Play
iperTition Bootstrap, a Watts
,11 -help organization, will present
I iwin Bakividn’s original play, "A
;lass House Shattered" on Saturday at 8:15 p.m. in Morris Dailey
,iditorium. An open discussion
S ihe play.
) )-sponsored by the United
I lack Students for Action, Opera.
’in Bootstrap arose out of the
).% atts riots in 1966 and is run
entirely Ity the Black community.
inf.: no government funds,
iperat kin Bootstrap runs its pro.aams entirely from private con’, itartion.

presents

A Festival Celebration
"Sense, Nonsense, and Incense"

Try the lobster thermidor, choteaubriand, or
.shish kabob in our delightful atmosphere. We
feature superb dining at
reasonable prices.

with

1401 South First

For Reservations

at Alma

Phone 292-1266

BEAU TIES 1
Campus Life Editor’s Note:
Today Is the last time Beau TM
announeements will appear this
semester. Beam Ties will resume
In the fall.
ENGAGEMENTS

Alan Watts America’s Leading Interpreter
of Eastern Religion
Bernard Gunther The Inventor of Sensory
Awakening

NITE

; ion said early last October a
copies of the leaflet appeared
the YR Seventh Street table,
a none of the ),If.t, s were aware
content, -Upon discovery
I:, content,. the publication was
.d," At ton said.

,ve informed him (Edwards)
tii.d
lie SJS Young Republicans
is ill not apologize nor will it make
a retraction of the alleged accusations tprinting and publishing) for
th:ry are untrue," he said.

Esalen Institute

with detedalle food

S

WED.

SJS Young Herold!.

SJS’ A Cappella Choir will perform two separate programs with
the San Francisco Symphony Orchestra Thursday and Saturday,
next week as part of the Musica
Viva Series.
Thursday, June 13, the cnoir will
sing Arron Copland’s entirely vocal
piece, "In the Beginning," at 8:30
p.m. in the San Francisco Veterans
Auditorium, The SJS A Cappella
Choir gave the first West Coast
performance of this piece about 20
years ago, and recorded it on
Music Library Records,
Saturday, June 15, the choir will
perform their second concert in
the series, and world premiere of
David Vel Prediers "Last Gospel,"
at 8:30 p.m. in the San Francisco
Opera House. Vel Predici, who will
conduct the program, will be on
campus today.
Tickets are available at the San
Francisco Opera House Box Office.

... a dek9ZIP place

ALL THIS AND NO
COVER CHARGE

EVERY

nority books in local book stores.
In addition,
the commission
would establish a special section
in the library which will contain
books on th: race problem, help
with tutoring, send "watchdogs"
to government agencies to see how
they handle minorities, aid in voter
registration, and work in many
other areas.

A Cappella Choir YR’s Refute Libel Charge;
To Give Concert
Demand Edwards Apology
With SF Symphony

A Sensory Journey through the Magic World
of Perception
8:00 p.m. Thurs., June 6, San Jose Civic
Auditorium.
Gen. Ad. $4.00
Students $2.50
Tickets at Roberts Bookstore, Kit’s Books, and at the door

Pant Mullein, maim’ speech
major, from Los Gatos to Chris
Tanimoto, senior social science
major and former ASB personnel
selection officer, from Honokaa,
Hawaii. No wedding date has
teen set.
Helen Lamb, junior home economics major and member of
Chi Omega, from San Jose to
Eric Schwan, a physical education major at Foothill College
anti an All-American swimmer,
from Raleigh, North Carolina.
No wedding date has been set.

WHY TAKE A CHANCE?
NISWONGER
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Ex -PTA Pres. Defends Graduation

Editor:
I

have .t.uted three letters
to the Spa I II Daily but being
neither studc n t nor faculty
member, I felt the staff would
not have time or inclination to
read even a complimentary note
from a subscribing parent.
I’ve been reading the paper
for nearly three years to keep
a scrap book for our student.
I’ve been devoted to the whole
paper and have felt closer to a
non -letter writing off-spring because:
(’OVERAGE

ts
it
A
r-

SPARTAN DAILT-3A

I’m amazed by editorial coverage: I know that "Little Man
on Campus" is every parent’s
B. M. 0. C.; I’ve wanted to
shake a fist at near campus
landlords for student gouging; I
wanted to shake a finger at Sue
Amon for hitch-hiking and Bill
Hurschmann for not eating properly; I’d like to explain to Doane
Yawger why term papers are
important; I’d like to thank
Richard Snell A2703 for his
thank you to the older generation and list for R. L. Beadle
A5202 the awful heritage the
oldest generation left to the
older generation; but, I tore up
those three letters.
Now: I MUST speak to the
proposed graduation disruption.
Perhaps I can get answers to a
few questions from MASC.
HOD CARRIERS
What right has anyone to violate a rite that so many families
have worked for so many years?
Why should grandparents who
were waitresses, laundresses,
truck dr ivers and hodcarriers or
parents who have scrubbed
floors, cleaned rest rooms, dug
ditches and sweat out their own
labor problems be deprived of
seeing their working graduates
finally receive that paper token?
Does anyone have the right to
interrupt a wedding because he
feels the divorce rate is too high
or intrude on a christening because the world is becoming
over-populated?
WEED-PULLING
Our family is coming to graduation! I would be delighted to
meet Dan Hernandez or Caesar
Chavez and match them weedpulling blisters or arthritic finger knuckles induced from floor
scrubbing. If they won’t meet
me taxpayer to taxpayer, they
deserve a few Mexican explelives and uncomplimentary
phrases I learned during World
War II as a Volunteer Red
Cross Hospital Nurse’s Aide
from some of their parents and
grand -parents as I gave bedbaths and emptied bed-pans.
Good luck to you all. Should
the Draft Board see fit to extend our student’s 2-S deferment, you’ll have my subscription again in September.

the freeway, I thought maybe
someone might be interested.
I did not endorse the proposed
disruption of the graduation
ceremony because:

general and veo little ,, ’’’’rileally about San
Department of Dram.
Aniltither’more, it is evident that he never
bothered t.; .to any research on
just what
U.S.O. show is and
how it is selected, produced, etc.
If he had, his opening remark
would not have been written.

1. SJS is not as unfair or
blind toward minority groups as
some would have us believe - appointment and work of the
Ombudsman, Dr. White; additional minority courses; $30,000
ASB allocation to aid entering
minority students; students, :id ministration, and staff who try,
on the whole, to be fair and just.

ONE PROP
"Despite a limited cast, only
one piece of major scenery .. ."
It is a fact that the U.S.O. alIi; members of both
lowed onl
cast and crew to go on the tour.
This means t hat every east member is also it crew member. When
not on stage, the east is running
the lights, changing costume or
make-up, or setting up for the
next scene. Some actors play as
many as three roles. The "one
piece of major scenery" is also a
U.S.O. regulation. All of the
scenery has to be able to come
apart and fit into small boxes,
while not exceeding the weight
of 500 pounds.

2. The ceremony, by means
of the proposed disruption, is being used unjustly under a pressure tactic approach.
3. A graduation ceremony is
for the benefit of those graduating, and is not an assembly to
provide any particular group
with a captive audience.
4. Some of the demands made
by those in charge of the proposed disruption are unfair and
unreasonable --- that those eligible to receive their diploma be
required to take an additional
course in order to be eligible for
graduation.

For Bad Review
I have been a student at San
Jose State for three and one-half
years, and, during that time, a
member of the Drama Department. I have worked long hours
on many shows only to read the
flippant, naive, and unintellectual remarks that your so-called
"reviewers" have so graciously
heaped upon our shows.
My question has always been,
why do you waste your ink to
print such inconsistent and irrelevant trash?
U.S.O. SHOW
This enclosed article on the
U.S.O. show from your May 31,
1968 edition is an excellent example. From the article, it is
quite evident that Mr. Yost
know, nothing about theatre in

gtademtrowa.
tyeaopw

For Reviewing
Ed it :
We go out of our way to cooperate, but the Spartan Daily
has done it again. I patiently
explained to a young lady reviewer earlier this year that
dress rehearsals are for the
preparation of a production not
for reviewing, and to do so is a
violation of professional ethics.
All information released to the
Spartan Daily explained that
Drama students and a limited
number of others were invited
to attend rehearsals of Guy; and
Dolls, I explicitly stated these
conditions prior to liath rehear’sals your representative attended.
He reviewed a "performance"
under false pretenses I and I do

via the all jet services of

nia

1968’

and Luxury Steamships

13 spectacular itineraries, 21 to 75 days of superior grade travel from as
little as $840.30 all inclusive, June and July departures.
Prepared by the nation’s foremost student tour operators, STOP. TOURS*
of Berkeley. California.
Itineraries tailored for the college and university student, geared to the
tastes and interests of the young adult.
Travel Europe with fellow students from throughout the United States and
Canada on comprehensive programs that provide lots of leisure time for
relaxation and personal pursuits.
Also available: Student Charter tours. 12 inexpensive programs to Europe
based on dollar saving charter fares. No club membership needed to loin.
*STUDENT TRAVELJNERSEAS PROGRAMS,
For additional information and descriptive brochures:

Editor:

CALL

Si. Claire Jravel
TOWN & COUNTRY VILLAGE
STEVENS CREEK BLVD.
241.2100

DOWNTOWN
74 W. SAN CARLOS
297-1700
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Store It At...

Ticos would like to congratulate all the students
who will receive their diplomas this semester, and
to also thank them for their patronage. We
now that you are

graduating you

hope

won’t stop seeing

us. Good luck.
297-8421
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Gallery of Tribal Arts & Crafts

390

175 South First Street, 294-2541
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COUNT ON US
to pay Top Prices for
your used textbooks
during finals
two convenient
locations
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CONGRATULATIONS
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Carol SWartout,
Graduate Student
Department of Drama, A6369

Rehearsals Not

Dear Editor:

On Chicano Stand

Orders

=171

Complains to Daily

Clarifies Position

Phone

COLSTAR

Don’t Drag Everything
Home This Summer:

POLISHED

Graduate Student

Councilman Stone

1

EDITOR’S NOTE: SJS Drama Department has riscsived HS inches of

copy this semester. This is over
19.000 words, or one small novel.
Photograph reproduction for "Guys
and Dolls- coverage amounted to
over $50. That all the releases were
not complimentary is inevitable when
covering the performing arts. The
"Guys and Dolls" review under fire
(May 311 is actually complimentary.
We wish the troupe of this fine production "bon voyage" as they con
tinue their U50 entertainment four
of the Pacific.

When Mr. Yost says the "Guys
and Dolls" production "might not
seem like much." I believe he is
showing the height of his ignorance. The production might not
have been "costly," but it certainly was "polished". And it was
one of the few shows in the recent history of this much-respected theatre department to
gain a standing ovation.
I believe Mr. Yost and the Fine
Arts Editor of your paper owe
the U.S.O. troupe an apology.

I hope you will join me in
recognizing that San Jose State
is a leader in working to solve
minority group problems. I appeal to you to reject the unjust
demands and unnecessary tactics and to take a more meaningful approach.
ASH Councilman
Eugene Stone, A4795

Mrs. A. F. Brown,
10229 4th Ave.. Inglewood, 90303
Time P.T.A. Pres., Retired

Since I appeared to take a
"negative attitude" on the issues
that went through council the
other day, I feel that I should
explain the reason for the negative answers. And, though my
ideas are about as popular to
some as an empty gas tank on

not here refer to his credentials
or competence as a critic).
Public performances of Guys
and Dolls are slated for Aug.
2, 3, 4, but I don’t suppose there
will be a newspaper around to
give redress to our grievances.
Professor Hal J. Todd, Director

PARIS TO SAN FRANCISCO
August I I August it, 1161
August
II August 1, 1911
SAN FRANCISCO TO PARIS
August 21, 191141
A limited number o. spaces ar available for faculty, staff and studnnts of the
Cal.lofnia State coiloges
FARE: $225 ONE WAS’
Fo. information:
Offic of International Programs
The California State Colleges
1600 Holloway Avenue
San Francisco, California 94132
Note: Th.* are not round-trip flights to Europe.

134 e. san fernando
and
457 e. san earlos

SAN

JOSE
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’CAA’, 0!yrnp!c Trials Set

7f0un9 ladie41

Hind Leads Spartan Polo
Hopefuls at Olympic Trials

Thinclads Face a Busy June

!.00k1\:. rOR

Hind
for the :..t tonal
a list of 11, will all
[14i will be go- Senior A:11- championships, July
.SJS c.;I Ler tail
Bench, California,
ing out In
’ impie Wate’r’ 11-14 at N..
it
team tin: summer, to bel Ile first
of the gruellim.
eo:eh, .1 by De Anza mentor Art Olympic trials.
LamIxtrt, the first SJS grad to
From the Senior AAE Chameoaeh the Olympic water polo. pionships,
22 players will be
contingent.
chosen to go to the Olympic Trials
at
Belmottt, front whore 16 players
Besides lfind, D is n Landon.
Bruce Thefontaine, Mike Monsoes. will be selected September 1.
10.1 in the 100 meters t.I
After low-altitude training at De
Stan Weiss, Dennis I.omh,ird. Tim
oft the world record) and Chri, 11:111ey, Dennis Belli. Bob I,ikins, Anza, the 11 -member Olympic
i’apanicolaou just missing in ilitee Bolt Wake. and Jim Williamson team will is selected as a tesult
II high -altitude training at the Air
!tempts at 17-6 in the pole vault.
Force Academy, October 6-7.
The day after the Hayward
Los Angeles Dodger rightLambert. coach or the Coast
Drysdale hurled a
:noel, Papanicolaou took second to hander
Conference Champion De Anza
ronseettlive
reenril-.(d1Ing si %Di
USC’s Bob Seagren 116-6 to 16-0i
Dons, expects the toughest cornshutout hist night, heating the ’ petition to come from Russia,
and Lee Evans won the 440 in
Pinshiirgh Pirates 5-11 in Dodger Ifungary. :Ind Yugoslavia.
45.8 at the Compton Relays in San
stadiin II.
Although Lambert’s team didn’t
Diego.
play either of the top three teams
last summet, he went down to the
Little Olympics in Mexico last
-.loaner to scout the three European powers.

The l’STFF Championships will meet on June 13- I:.
The AA 1. chatte at tnships come
,t held in Fresno Friday and
June 21-22 at Sacramento.
irday.
Los Angeles will be host to the
I -.hyoids Field in Berkeley vi ill
. ,he site of this years’ NCAA Olympic trials June 29-30.
SJS performed well at the
....--ce-e-c,--40:ezegrozore..se...000008GGV PAAU meet in Hayward Thursday
with Ronnie Ray Smith running a

I
he it busy iro !. lot
ti
ot HA-lel:ids as the
et. the NCAA’s, the AAU’s
Olympic trials will be cramme
the next 23 days.
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SPAGHETTI AND MEAT SAUCE

ALL YOU CAN EAT
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UNITED STAriES AIR FORCE
RM. 145, 1st and West St. John
San Jose, Calif. 95113
Phone 297-4631

ITALIAN DINNERS

()NM it

WITH THIS AD

CLARA
it 81’11

OPEN 7 DAYS
ti 2 a.m.
II

.,.

JUNE 5

JUNE 9

FOOD TO GO
28b.9:10

lb EARRINGS
BEADS
FINDINGS
CHAIN
Fl LIGREE

c

Commenting on the chances of
11.S. success in the Olympics, Lambert said. "Some people seem to
Ihink we lon’t have too much of
a chance. but I think we definitely
have a good chance of winning a
gold medal."

121 S. First ;

Lambert coached at Await High
in Mountain View before moving
to Be Anza from Foothill J.C.

Open every day, I 0 to 6
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CASH FOR BOOKS
BONUS
WEEK
DURING FINALS

Q BOOK
v

330 S. 10th

STORE

ACROSS FROM MEN’S DORMS
286-0930

OPEN NIGHTS LOTS OF

PARKING

ear asses in eview,.....,..,...............,..,..,..,mmuinimniffin.......... :,.
Intramurals
Sports
j Wednecaly. Tune ri Virg
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with tinal points tabulated Alpha Tau Omega, fraternity sports
powei house. won the all -college
Intramural championship going
away, with 1801 points.
Theta Chi was second with 1510,
Me and Them third with 1046, followed by Delta Upsilon with 878
and Sigma Phi Epsilon with 801.
The 1046 points by Mc and Them
represents one of the highest totals
ever recorded at SJS by an independent team.

ATO solidified its first place
position by taking the runner-up
fastpitch trophy behind Hoop Club.
Hoop Club found the going a
little tough, coming from a 4-1
deficit to take the championship
by a 7-4 score.

A bases loaded triple

by Bobby
South in the fourth inning sparked

the go ahead rally. The teams
split the fitst two games of the
best 2 of 3 seiies.
SJS basket bailer Robin Duran of
Hoop Club was voted the out -

’

_
CASH for
BOOKS

We sers tha student

fastpiteh performer.
Other members of the all-star

.c oiling

squad are infielders South, Star,
Jorgenson of ATO, Terry Tacilork
of Grass Menagerie, and Bill Spenser of Me and Thum.
Besides Duran, outfielders namerl
were Bill Hoffman of Sigma Nll
and Tim Gatcia of Sigma Phi Epsilon.
Pitchers Doug Kincaid of Hoop
Club and John Riggle of Mozart,
round out the squad.

Wets !PIS

We"4 Cfen -41i.
9th & William
286-4854

THE PLACE
TO LIVE
THIS SUMMER

Close to Campus
Summer Rates
TWO BEDROOM APT. $120
Reserve 1 our Ipartment fm

Can )(me Cymphony
POPS CONCERT
m1HEW
7
l11
’111111
I
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1I,r=1 1,11M0 1’IE1_1
11111

Presents . . .

Popspourri

with

Michelle Lee

ar

guest soloist
and
LOUIS BELLSON drummer

S.J. CIVIC AUDITORIUM 8:30
P.M. SATURDAY JUNE 8
TICKETS 2.50, 3.00, and 5.00 at
Wendell Watkins Reservations 296-7866 or 293-6252
OR
the box office the evening of the performance

ammumommotoonommommomoniummumounionoffinommumummommennum

SJS SPORTS 1967-68
Coach Yosh Uchida (top lef1) demonstrates to judokas John Hampton, middle, and Allan Jones the
proper way to throw an opponent. Uchida’s judokas won their
seventh sfi aight NCAA title. (Top right). Soccerman Ed Storch
attempts a goal in SJS 7-1 victory over San Francisco State.
The soccer team won the WCAC title and lost in the semifinals of the NCAA championships. Greg Shepard, (middle left),
shows the form which helped him pace the Spartan tennis team
to the WCAC crown. The SJS junior took top honors in the
WCAC singles and double play. He also won the San Jose
All -Corners meet. (Middle) Spartan hurdler and broadjumper
Ricky Rodgers and ASB president Dick Miner are shown discussing the se.: ling accommodations for the Spartan’s Tartan
track. Rodgers claims the seats will pay for themselves once
installed. Jack l ikins (middle
right) goes for a goal in the
Spartans game against Long
Beach. The poloists won the
state title and took first in the
Loyola tourney in Chicago.
While the SJS wrestling team
suffered through its worst team
in years, L. Q. Starling (bottom) was the only Spartan
wrestler to go to the NCAA
finals. He lost, however, in the
first round.

MEET DATES FREE
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NEWGOODIFEAN
TREADS!
... retreads on sound tire bodies

Hay .%rra Contact. in order to
build thr largest and most t
piety dating scraicc in the Bay
tree., is 110* accepting applicants
at 110 charge. For brochure and
questionnaire. as rill.:

ANY SIZE LISTED

Has Art-a Contact
P.O. Box NEI
ILas %%an!,
’)13E1

Whitewall
or Blackwall

*

I.!:10 ’1 1ME0 1H ,MIN1 W 1 1

2IC

FLY

TAHOE
$822*
Day & Night
Flights

-HOLIDAY
AIRLINES
569-0740
286-1500

fint si iv en retanl trip
tieursirs. Family flan, Military. Student fate, Plus lu.

SIZES

for $48,

Cat Ballou

Pick your size now and Go Goodyear
You get the blase latnotts r,),1(1 gripping type tread design that comes on our new car "Power Cushion" tires

Jane Fonda. Lee Man in
Musk by the late Nat king Cole

A 5CHIOULED AIRLINE’

OAKLAND
SAN JOSE

7.75 x 14 (7.50x 14) 7.75 x 15 (6.70 x 15) 7.00 x 13 LARGER
7.35 a 14 (7.00 x 14) 7.35 x 15 (6.50 x 15) 6.50 x 13 1
6.95 x 14 (6.50 x 14) 6.40 x 15
6.00 x 13 1,

Morris Dailey Aud. 7:00 & 10:00 40

9Pida9 Wicki

Deane
3RD & SAN CARLOS
298-3060

BUY NOW
Use our Easy Pay Plan

’Courici: of SI C5iiimunity Leaders
Dr. Lee i; t
Formed To Aid College Problems
Invited To Join
Danforth Program
Dr. Marvin F. Lee, associate
professor of economics, and his
wife Alison, have been invited to
become Danforth Associates, effective- September 1.
The couple will pal ticipate in
the program lor :1 two-year term,
with probable appointioent for a
MaXiITIUM
second tuo-yi,11
length of the A.,,,,ciati,hip Is lour
years. Sumo 12.1s/0 facultY r,".ldl
bet’s and HMI* M.IVist at
colleges and universities
country are participants
prow am.
In their role, the Associates
conduct a number of programs,
eluding coffee hours,
seminars and discussion
conferences, field trips or
to-person contacts. An annual ,
pend is provided the Ass
ii111
be used ill ’,IA
of the
their
a Wall
is
tunitie,
book all-, Iwo rh on

President Robert I). Clark ested in the college, who as sillinnounced this week the formation lens of this valley recognize their
peculiar stake in this institution."
if a council of 110 business.
!said Pres. Clark. Names of the
fessional, and government leaders committee members will be an- ’
to aid in future developments at nounced later.
SJS.
The Council’s prime lune’
The President’s Council will will be to serve as a series of
serve as an advisory committee to forces, "organized on an ad I.
the college, supplementing the basis to deal with particular
lems" faced by the college and
existing College Advistny Board,
John 1). C’rummey, founder of commUnity.
The Council, which has liten
the E’MC Corporation of San Jose,
a’ It Iv. honorary chairman of the the- pletiming stages for two years,
will meet as a whole throughout
’ .,11S committee.
want men who are inter- lilt. year.
.
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SUMMER HOUSING WITH A PLUS
I.
2,
3,
4,
S.

LOW SUMMER RA’ ES
AIR CONDITIONING
HEATED POOL
LAUNDRY FACILITIES
ORGANIZED ACTIVITIES

GEORGIANNE APTS.
695

S.

11th

-

287-1843

107o Student Discount
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THE MOTOWN
SOUND
FEATURING
3 NEW RELEASES
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THE TOMOS

THE FOUR TOPS
’GREATEST HITS"
MOTOWN 662

DIANA ROSS &
THE SUPREMES

PAIR PANTS, CAPRI, or PLAIN SKIRT CLEANED
With any dry cleaning order
Coupon must accompany order

4

CLEANING CENTER
Market1 287.0933
- Yerir SIViv .-4nt
511 5,
r \54i5( \5(,0 ,5
266 East Santa Clara nest to

JOHN
HANCOCK
Life Insurance Company
due to its recent announcement of entry
into Mutual Funds is offering a career
opportunity in Santa Clara & Santa
Cruz counties. If you are bet. ages 2245, have a pleasing personality, good
education, and public contact ability,
you may qualify for a three year intensive training program with starting
salary ranging from $500-$1000/mo.
commissions, Call or write the John
Hancock Life Insurance Co., 1605 The
Alameda, P. 0. Boa 4671, San Jose 286-5705. Evening interviews may be
arranged. An Equal Opportunity Ern player.
CHARACTER ARTIST, entertainment
groups can audition at Mn, MJB’s, 375
South Saratoga. Call for opt 248.8885.
COLLEGE GIRLS
if you’re looking for a summer job
w/flexible hrs. & good pay. don’t pass
up this ad. No exp. nec. $2/hr. sal.
to start. Call Mr. Roberts, 287.1728.
SUMMER WORK
Earn $4/hr, Meet girls. Have fun. Trip
to Hawaii. 347-6681.
SALES DRIVERS WANTED. Soft drink
ice cream vending route. Hrs., 10 a.m.7 p.m. Apply Greenco Dist., 358 N.
Montgomery St., San Jose. 9-11 a.m.
297-4228. Mr. Elliott.
GIRLS - WE ARE now interviewing
June grads, who are looking for job
satisfaction, fast advancement, a start.
inq annual wage of $5440 and 30 days
paid vacation per year. United States
Air Force, 1st & St. John, San Jose,
Cal. 95113.
BABYSITTER NEEDED for summer sesto 12 noon. Experienced,
sion, 9:15
call 295-441
HOUSING IS).
MALE ROOMMATE WANTED: $55/mo.
1-bdrm. dupier. Walk to campus. 121
61. 10th. Chuck, 294-5835. 6-10 p.m.
HOUSE, LARGE, lovely, 4 bdrms. Beautifully furnished. Accommodates 6. Close
to campus. Garage & other off street
parking. Avail. June 15th, 252.4247,
STUDIO APT. Well furnished. Cozy &
sunny. Garage. Avail, 6/15/68. Rent,
$75/mo. Call 252-4247.
HOUSE, FULLY furnished. 4 bdrms. 12th
St. near William. Ample parking, plus
garage. Avail June 15th. $195/mo.
Phone 252-4247.
PROFESSOR & WIFE desire furn. house
for 1968-69 including one or both summers. Prefer woodsy area. Write R.
Coburn, Philosophy Dept., Univ. of Chicago, Chicago, 60637.
FEMALE ROOMMATE WANTED. Age
18-20 to share 2-bdrm.. 2 bath apt. for
summer. $45/mo.
$25 cleaning dePosit. 377-8915 after 5 p.m.
BERKELEY 2 bdrm. furn. apt. 3 blks. So.
campus. Garage, laundry, summer rates
avail. Write or call P. Wan, 2741
Dwight Wy., Berk. 843-0608.
FEMALE ROOMMATE NEEDED. Royal
Lanai Apts. $42.50/mo. Phone 251-4761.
APT. TO SUBLET for summer. $45/mo.
2 rms., kitchen, sink, stove, refrig., shower. Off street parking. 380 N. 4th. *2.
286.9252, Rick.
1 to 3 LIBERAL GIRLS WANTED for 2
bdrm. apt. 2 blocks from campus. Util,
od/286.2654 after 4 p.m. Kathi.
SUMMER RATES. ROOMS with kitchen
priv. for male students. 86 S. 12th. 2987392.
NEED MALE ROOMMATE for summer.
$35/mo. 340 S. 10th. #5. 298-0329. Den.
MOTHER OLSEN’S BOARDING HOUSE
Best food in town. Linen & Maid Service.
Kit. & Lndry. fac. 2 locations. 122 N 8th,
237 E. San Fernando. Phone 293.6345.
$24.50/wk.

"REFLECTIONS"
MOTOWN 865

AT YOUR
MUSIC BOX
NOW, FOR ONLY
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THE TEMPTATIONS
’GREATEST HITS"
GORDY 919

97
EACH

REG. 4 79
CHARGE IT

ME=
8011014E81WD
awl!~ rfwer

ADD $1.00 FOR REG. 5.79 LP’s

MUSIC BOX

Master Charge ,

98 SOUTH THIRD ST.
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FREE WITH THIS COUPON

LITTLE MAN ON CAMPUS

WOW,’S.

Mg

.11111e

Spcmtan Daily Classifieds

rho Spartan Daily does not knowingly ’66 TU. Black. Exc. cond. Special tires.
kccept advertising from advertisers who Leaving for Europe. Many extras. $1875.
discrimination on the basis of Call 287.6852.
kractice
S.J.S. Students receive a 10% discount at Plast:c
ace. color, creed or national origin.
’60 MGA 1600. Black. Good int. New
top. $650. Going to Europe. 225.3943
World, supplier of Plexeglas’, resins, molds, and other
or 287.6852 eves.
ANNOUNCEMENTS Ill
plastics.
ORIG. OWNER SELLING 59 V Choy.
Cony. New top. Stick. OD. Participant
AUTO INSURANCE as low as $86 per Auto Show. $400. Call 266.5835.
TAKE ADVANTAGE OF THIS GREAT OFFER
,ear for married, good students. Also, ’64 OLDS JET STAR I. Good body but
.kkcellent savings for single men over needs erg. work. Must sell. $400/offer.
21, Cell George Campbell 244.9600.
293.1258.
TODAY
EVELYN’S FASHION JEWELRY. 40 S. ’51 BUICK. Runs good, no ’68 tags.
6,2,
s5t7.Inquire
about
ear
Piercing.
297E’astellatto,
circuit,
SSC ra’’ R:r1 Hinz. 295.9601,
246-6265
k1102 Saratoga Ave.
E1y213. Efr,tion, ,it oflii
59 HEALEY, w/wire wheels & Koni
MUSICIANS & SINGERS. Member of 1
1 ape. $1095. Ph. 593-0556
refreshmirit
srezeozocozocr..:4
.e./Z060010000001:11260000:Ce
.ell known local group forming new
_
’66
CHEVELLE SS39-6.
Bucket
ra.-Ir’Pnfl band. Emphasis on originals
radio. New tires.
ording. Interested? 292-2222/292- sear s.,, tape &
Wrde tires in back. Must sell. $1800.
Firebird Green, 227-7865,
EXPERIMENT BEING CONDUCTED
methods for overcoming fears
3
FOR SALE 131
-ibis, small enclosures, snakes, &
’1 you have any of these fears,
10’ SAILBOAT w/trailer & acess. Best
Miss Phillips at 327-8340.
offer o’er $275. See to appreciate. Ph.
WOULD YOU LIKE to achieve total
286-3606.
awareness without DRUGS’
? the answers. For in. ELAN METAL SKIIS, Super GSL, 205cm.
, 244-3998. 3250 McKinley Nevada GP Bindings. Bottoms & edges
NOW ON SALE
like new. $85, Call Jim after 6 p.m.
AT ALL MUSIC BOX
NE’
PRE-SCHOOL near Civic Center 298-1561.
RECORD STORES
.
6 yrs. Summer rates. Full or 1000 BONNIE & CLYDE Era genuine
leather, suede & fur coats & jackets.
:P2.6533.
Columbus
"ELEANOR’S DISCOUNT FASHIONS $5-15. Reggy’s Imports, 159
Ave. corner Pacific Ave. S. F. 981-5176.
OF LOS GATOS"
p.m.-7 p.m. The
Excens’ye, high -quality new & used Open every day 1
grooviest store in the world!
& children’s clothes at drastic
MAGNAVOX
PORT.
STEREO.
Truly exc.
356-4839,
prices.
cond. $60, cleaned and new diamond
8,1CTS
Save up to $200 on your
stylus.
Call
296-8340.
B -me a safer, more pro.
Link at Low cost. "IS THERE INTELLIGENT 1 if e o n
e disc. All inq. invited: Earth?" 25c buys this protest button
or any of our 600 other titles. Free list!
Aptos, Cal. 95003.
GOT THE END.ot.semester-no money- AIRES, Box 666S0.
’ S. artan Bookstore has the solu- AUSTIN HEALY SPOKE wheels. $10.
735/15
tires.
$10.
Knight FM Stereo
n
Re offers high money for used
Tuner. $20. 294-9556.
plus a 10’ bonus during finals.
LEBRATE THE END of finals. Boat- OVAL RUG, $40, like new, blue, 91412.
, - Delta. Inquire 6/or sign up for Paid $70, call Dan 287-0507.
r3 at 598 S. 9th. #6.
PIANO, STEINWAY Mod. K. Upright &
RATE YOUR DATE WITH A clean car. Ebony. Perf, cond. inside & out. Ideal
MARTHA REEVES &
GLADYS
KNIGHT &
THE TEMPTATIONS
1
: JR s Coin -op Auto Wash. 732 for student, classroom or residence hall.
Price, $600 (appraised at $800) 782THE VANDELLAS
THE PIPS
5," First Street.
WISH IT WOULD RAIN
"FEELIN. BLUESY’’
WANTED WOMAN’S 3 -speed bike. Call 3088, Heyward.
"RIDIN HIGH"
PORTABLE STEREO G. E. Model w/
1, GORDY 926
SOUL 707
GORDY 927
trade for
I NEED ADVISE? DISCOURAGED? 24 detachable speakers. $30 or
,rvice. Dial Peace portable TV. 244.7893,
GRADUATING! MUST sell Zenith conWC! NAVA
ACAPULCO?? Need people for wild sole stereo. $65. Dave, 297-0783.
M ; a this summer. around HANSEN HUSTLER SURFBOARD. 10
25 5ert. A. Share expenses. 298- ft. Won in contest - can’t use. $130.
Call Jean, 298.5708.
GIR1S - WE ARE NOW interviewing SCUBA TANK, REG., lined suit, 20 lb.
a are looking for job belt, hood. all U.S. divers. Purchased
advancement, a start- this year. $150. 295.5294. Must sell by
;
r.
le of $5440 and 30 days June 15th.
;
at a per year. United States 25 WATT HEATH Kit mono amp. $30.
Ca d
Air Force id 8, St. John, San Jose, Call Alan at 297.9733.
THE MIRACLES
12" COAXIAL SPEAKER & enclosure.
SMOKEY ROBINSON
MARVIN GAVE
WEl, WANT"I13 YOUR BUSINESS 364 days $30. Ca I Ant at 297.9733.
& THE MIRACLES
’ GREATEST- HITS FROM -GREATEST HITS VOL. 2"
a year. ASTOR’S Auto Wash, 732 S.
"GREATEST HITS VOL 2
THE BEGINNING"
Itt
,d 804 Lincoln Ave. at Sunol.
HELP WANTED 141
TAMLA 278
., LA 254
TAMLA 280
ARE
GO-GO DANCERS NEEDED. $3-6/hr.
YOU
rciisr rrr’
Full or parttime work. Must be over
A STATIC
21. Call for interview. The Pink Poodle,
READER?
Re Idina Dynamics will take the drag 292-2676.
ou, of your studying. Ord, 400 seats FULL-TIME GENERAL Office position
left in the Summer Classes in San Jose. avail., 8 a.m..5 p.m., Mon..Fri. Type
Drop in or call the San Jose Institute, 50 wrds./min. minimum. Some previous
1290 N. 1st St.. (ColdwellBanker Bldg.) office exp. net. Apply at Placement Cen293.8881.
ter, Admin. bldg. 234.
GIRLS-GIRLS. Must be attractive. 21 or
over. As waitresses & barmaids. Hawai
AUTOMOTIVE (21
ian Motif. 331 Hacienda, corner Winv46
chester. Campbell. Day & nits shifts.
95I25
HONDA
’68
Model
Run
298
Application taken Wed. & Thurs. May
DIANA ROSS &
STEVIE WONDER
miles. Like new. $375, 294-10811.
MARY WELLS
30.31. Starting 9 a.m.
THE SUPREMES
’63 VESPA 150. Immaculate. Low mile: PROF’S WIFE needs girl during sum-GREATEST HITS"
-GREATEST HITS ’
’ GREATEST HITS"
age. $195. 259-0331.
mer for housekeeping & babysitting.
’-- TAM LA 282
IT: MOTOWN 616
MOTOWN 2-663
FOR SALE - Yamaha 250cc. 1964. Must like children, be responsible. &
Equipped for trail + all orig. street willing to take instructions. 252.3801.
equip 5275/offer. 297.9992.
SUMMER JOBS
Bay Area, Call 365.
itriirEEREqqloti
’62 SPRITE - Clean, hard & soft tops. 6960 or MA 6.4493,
Maris, R/H. Tonneau. $700. 286.3606.
NEW TIRES. 45.55% off on Nat’lly
n brand. Offer until June 9. Call
**, ’ ’."11011,1411.14Sgt
im.ale:11011.0
r.42 0544 297 7843,
tee er wawa est t* ier Aert. Winot
V0at_14.
62
AUSTIN
HEALEY - R/H, OD, 2
er...sortio.e.,Yekr.res
foolk
wir
.
. cond. $1400, 243-

Spartaguide

Wednesday.

AA-SPARTAN DAILY

62 VALIANT 4-dr. Air cond., mechanicNew seat covers. $525. Dr.
Psych. Dept.
’58 VAUXHALL New battery, tires, re.
dro. 3.speed, moving, must sell. $100.
Call after 6 p.m. 245.0194.
’59 VW. Light green. $525/Best offer.
Call Mike 293.1233 between 10.11:30
P.m.
’65 HONDA 50 Sport. Good cond.
175 ’ offer. Call 297-5691 after 7 p.m.
62 GALAXY CONY. Blue & white. V8,
I.
New paint. Low mileage. 736.
, 6785. $825.
1’65 YAMAHA 250oo. Recent overhaul,
helmet. extras. Gd. cond. Must sell by
hro 511, $350/offer. 732-1604 eves.
HONDA 250 Scrambler. Good cond.
297 7759.
S3 CADILLAC HEARSE. 353 erg. Auto.
r. like new. Best offer so far,
7683. Bob.
60
poNTIAc BONNEVILLE. Auto.
R/H. Good cond. Leaving coun.
1475. 286.5822. (Natan)
62 VALIANT SIGNET 200. Auto. trans.
1, /I steer. New tires, bucket seats.
Hrdtop. $275. 297.6504.
’62 BUICK SKYLARK. V8 4 -sod. win.
draws. air, stereo tape. $900/offer. 292.
5212,
’59 VOLVO. Needs work. :150. 2511140.

WANTED: STUDIO APT. beginnin
June. Call Susie. 298-4828 between 8 a
12 a.m. & after 7 p.m.
APTS. FOR GIRLS AT summer rates. 3
& 4 bedrm. Close to campus. 399 S.
12th. Call after 5 p.m. 297.4835.
WANTED: RM. IN NEAT old house w/
liberal people for Fall. Phone Frank,
Rm, 323B. 294-6019 after 7 & before
10 p.m.
GIRL 21-27 to share 2 bdrrn. apt. in
Los Gatos. Furn. & pool. $67/mo. 3544013.
NEED LIVELY ROOMMATE this sun,.
mar. 3 bdrm. apt. w/pool, $35/mo. Call
Steve at 287.0927 or 560 S. 10th #t
SUMMER RATES
2 & 3 bdrm. Furn, apts close to camps.,
See manager. 502 S. 4th,
FEMALE ROOMMATE WANTED. 0...,.,
21. Sr. or Grad. 2 bdrm, house. 293
0881. Summer. maybe Fall.
FEMALE ROOMMATE wanted for sun,
mar. $39/mo. Swimming pool, 2 ladrr.,,.
Close to campus. Call 287-1634 altar
p.m.
ROOMMATE NEEDED. Juniors
530
&SenioT.
Seniors pref. Avail. June 15th. Newly
decorated house. 293-7836.
2 BEDROOM APT. NEEDED. Will do
managerial work for rent or part of
rent. Call 297-2938. Bruce, or write to
490 Spring St. #3. San Jose. Married
student.
I BDRM. APT. $82/mo. includes PG&E,
avail. from 6/3/68 to 9/3/68 65 S. 9th.
#2. 295.4182.
1 OR 2 FEMALE roommates needed,
Royal Lanai Apts, Phone 259.6363 pref.
senior or over 21. Ask for Kathy.
RENTALS. Summer 8, Fall. I & 2 bcfm.
apts. Furn. & all elec. 706 S. 9th, CcIl
295.0763.
DESPERATELY NEED GIRLS for summer, maybe Fall. $42.50 if one. $28.30
if two. Old Victorian place. Cali Cede,
286-8321.
SUMMER ROOM RENTALS
DU Fraternity House. 155 S. 11th or c ill
Business Manager at 286-5598
MODERN 2 bdrm. apt. Uniurn. Stove.
refrig., gar. disoosal, drapes. carpeting,
laundry fac., extra storage. 5 min. from
SJSC. 293-5995.
GRADUATING MALE NEEDS roommate and apt. or house: or, someone
who needs summer roornie. Stan 2580652.

fe

LOST AND FOUND 161
FOUND: STEREO head-phores, Fri.,
5/17/68 on 7th St. Identify to claim.
Ron. 286.4839. 466 S. 7th.
LOST: GERMAN SHEPPARD pup. Black
& Tan. 40 S. 7th on May 31. 1968. Re.
ward! 292-0722.
LOST: LADIES white gold watch on
Monday. May 27th on 7th St. $5 re.
ward. Call Mary Rider, 294.2916.
PERSONALS 171
CUSTOM-MADE contemporary wedding
& engagement rings, diamonds, etc.
George Larirnore, now at OLD TOWN,
Los Gatos. 354-8804.
DEAR DAD: No need to send me money. Sold my books at Spartan Bookstore
and that 10% bonus balanced the bank
account. Your son.
LET’S COMPARE Shell Americana game
- cards and split winnings. 287.2659
- Sue.
SERVICES 181
,
RENT A STEREO OR TV FROM Es
Free delivery, tree ser,ce. No contra,..t.
rates.
summer
Call 251-2598. Special
GUARANTEED TYPING. Fast, accurate,
prompt. Will edit. 21/2 mi. from campus.
Mrs. Aslanian, 298-4104.
EXPERIENCED THESIS TYPING. Elec’
triC. Masters - Reports - Dissertetions. Marianne Tamberg, 1924 Harris
Ave. Call 371-0395 San Jose.
FAST. RELIABLE TYPING in my home.
Reasonable prices. Call 244-6581. Mrs.
Baxter.
WEDDING PHOTOGRAPHY - Phone
Jim Koski, 968.0944 anytime.
TYPING - THESIS, term papers, etc.,
experienced & fast. Phone 269-8674.
TYPING. IBM Pica. Experienced. 24.11.
6313. 9 a.m. to 8 p.m.
FAST & ACCURATE typing. Gemini
Secretarial. Reasonable rates. 266-12914
EXPERIENCED typist: Thesis &
papers. East San Jose, 258-4335.
FREELANCE PHOTOGRAPHY for any
photographic need. Superior quality el
reasonable prices. Call Richard G.
Kelso. 296-7992,
SPARTAN BOOKSTORE IS now buying
back used textbooks. 50% returned on
books used next semester, plus a 10%
bonus during finals.
TYPING IN MY home. Neat, accurate.
Spelling & grammar corrected. Reason.
able. 292.4590 after 5 p.m.
TRANSPORTATION

ma ,r4Vt-C,2.
llr, ,
WELCOME ROME MAC, we’vEipcp TO gl5P YOUR. Vox%
JU51 rS5 YOU LEFT ft

as

191

GIRL IN WHEELCHAIR needs ride to
San Jose City Col. summer school.
Mon.-Thurs., 8 are, class. Will share
expenses. Francis Collins. 287.6051.
RIDE WANTED TO NEW York. Share
expense. Arourd June 13th. Call Jay
at 244-61311.

1
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NSF Director Dr. Haworth
DAILY Is Commencement Speaker
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SECTION B

Retiring Faculty Members To Get Awards
By DOANE YAWHER
Spartan Daily Staff Writer
Twelve retiring SJS faculty
members will be honored today at
a noon luncheon in the Engineering Building Lounge. The faculty
members, guests of Pres. Robert D.
Clark, will receive service award
certificates for outstanding contributions to the college community.
Also present at the festivities
will be Dr. David Barry, dean of
the School of Natural Sciences and
Mathematics; Norman Gunderson,
dean of the School of Engineering;
Dr. Robert Moore, dean of the
School of Applied Sciences and
Arts; Dr. Dudley Moorhead, dean
of the School of Humanities and
Arts. From the administration, Dr.
Stanley Benz, dean of students;
Dr. Hobert Burns, academic vicepresident; and Dr. William Dusel,
executive vice president, will attend, along with President and
Mrs. Clark.
The retiring faculty members
are:
D. Joyce Bolton, associate professor of home economics, retires

this semi-stet. utter (2..411’4 to SJS
in 1944. She plans to travel for
four months, visiting the British
Isles, Norway, Italy and possibly
Sardinia and Corsica. Prof. Bolton
specializes in child development.
She plans to do field work following her retirement. Prof. Bolton
obtained her A.B. in 1948 from
Mather Training College in Manchester, England, and her M.A. in
1954 from Mills College.
Dr. H. Murray Clark, professor
of chemistry, retires after 31 years
at SJS. Due to illness, Prof. Clark
has been on leave for over a year.
He received his B.S. degree in
1936 and his Ph.D. in 1940 from
the University of Illinois.
PUBLIC RELATIONS
Pearce Davies, associate professor of journalism, is honored for
16 years of teaching SJS’ public telations curriculum. "I am not
retiring, except from the faculty,"
Davies reports. He will devote
more time to his public relations
consultant firm, PRaxis. A combination business and pleasure trip
will take him to Southern California this summer.
Since Davies came to SJS in

1952, he reports that the enrollment has tripled. "Students seem
more mature over the past few
years, although the best students
seemed to come following the
Korean War," Davies said. Continuing, "I am not impressed with
the recent campus demonstrations
because they are bad from a public relations standpoint," Davies
concluded.
Dr. Alice Dement, counselor and
professor of psychology, came to
SJS in January 1950, She is leaving to write and work on psychological motivation projects that
she began while on research grant
work. Dr. Dement plans to do a
25 year follow-up study on the
Stanford Class of ’42 and also finish a psychological novel. She is
buying into an adult community
in the Carmel Valley "that is conducive to creativity."
"The college has changed in
that it has four times the Population of 1950 and the quality of
students is higher. SJS is much
less a party school than it was a
decade ago; the atmosphere is
more serious." Dr. Dement got he!’
A.B. in 1922, MA. in 1923 and her

Ph.D. in 1950 from Stanford University.
Dr. (-Lace Forbes, professor of
health and hygiene, plans to travel
in the fall and finish writing projects. Here 13 years, Dr. Forbes has
no complaints about her students
and has enjoyed the last few years
of teaching at SJS. She received
her A.B. in 1920, A.M. in 1921 from
Oberlin College and her Ph.D. in
1928 from Columbia University,
PHYSICS PROF
Dr. Ernest Greene, professor of
physics, has been at SJS since
1927. In June, Greene will be moving up to a recently built cabin at
Washington Sound. The relaxed
atmosphere will allow boating,
fishing and camping.
Dr. Greene feels that while SJS
has grown tremendously with new
departments, courses and facilities, it has resulted in student
alienation and de-personalization.
"It is very sad, because students
and faculty used to consider each
other as human beings," Greene
commented. A 1927 A.B. graduate
from SJS, he earned his A.M. in
(Continued on Page 38)

Presidents Offer Commencement Messages

DR. ROBERT D. CLARK
President
San Jose State College

On behalf of the faculty.
administration_ and staff of
San Jose State College. I extend greetings and felicitations
to the members of the June
graduating class of 1968.
Call it the chance of fate or
the will of the gods. your generation enters society as participating adults at a time of
social foment and change. It
is our hope as educators that
your experiences in the academic world have given you a
secure sense of self, of purpose. commitment, and of the
degree of intellectual accomplishment which makes the
creative and adaptable citizen so urgently needed today
by our free nation.
Robert D. Clark
President

For those of you who
thought four years in Centennial Hall, climaxed by pomp
and circumstance and a vinyl
sheepskin would open the
door to the hallway of success.
I extend belated condolences.
And for those of you who
challenged your professors
both in and out of class. and
who walked the streets to register voters, then your job is
just beginning; for one hundred and fifty million American "Neros" are idly tuning
their fiddles while much of
our country is long-ignored
tinder, ripe for burning. The
hour is getting late and good
deeds alone will quench those
glowing embers.
Dick Miner,
ASB President

DICK MINER
President
Associated Student Body

elk., Advisory Committee. Dr. Hah also represents the it/uncia1, at on the Federal Council for
science and Technology and the
Defense Science Board of the Department of Defense.
In addition, he also represents
the Federal Council on the Arts
and liumanities as well as the National Council of Marine Resources
and Engineering Development.

By LARAINI.: YAMANIOTO
snorts!’ Dally Staff Writer
Dr. Leland John Haworth, director of the National Science Foundation, will speak on "Change and
Choice" at SJS commencement exercises Friday, June 14, at 6:30
p.m. in Spartan Stadium.
More than 3,000 students will receive degrees at the traditional
ceremonies.
Director of the foundation since
1963, Dr. Haworth was previously
the Commissioner of the Atomic
Energy Commission.
He received both his A.B. and
A.M. degrees from the University
of Indiana and was awarded his
doctorate in physics from the University of Wisconsin.
LABOR FELLOW
An instructor in physics at the
University of Wisconsin from 1930
to 1937, he left to become a Lalor
Fellow in physical chemistry at the
Massachusetts Institute of Technology. Dr. Haworth then joined
the staff of the University of Illinois but took a leave from there
to serve at the M.I.T. Radiation
Laboratory from 1941 to 1946,
He became director of the
Brookhaven National Laboratory
In 1948 and in 1960 became presi-

DR. LELAND JOHN HAWORTH
... NSF Director
dent of Associated Universities,
Inc., while continuing as laboratory director.
Dr. Haworth was a member of
the Board of Directors of the Oak
Ridge Institute for Nuclear Studies from 1959 to 1961.
A member of the President’s
Committee on Manpower and a
consultant to the President’s Set-

SCIENTIFIC WRITER
Dr. Hawca-th is the author of
several chapters of the M.I.T. Radiation Laboratory Technical Series and has written numerous scientific papers. Scientific specialties
in which he has worked include the
surface structure of metals, secondary electron emission, low temperature research, nuclear physics,
high energy physics, high energy
accelerators and electronics.
Aside from these activities, Dr.
Haworth is also a member of the
American Philosophical Society,
National Academy of Sciences,
Cosmos Club, Sigma XI, Gamma
Alpha, Phi Beta Kappa and Lambda Chi Alpha.
He is married to the former
Irene Benik, and they reside in
Arlington, Virginia, Dr. Haworth
two children by his marriage to
the late Barbara Mottier: Barbara
Jane (Mrs. Charles Beck) and
John Paul Haworth,

SJS Boasts Foreign Grads;
Seniors Tell Future Plans Personnel Office
By 8AICNE NICHOLLS
Of the 450 foreign students attending SJS 125 are graduating
this June. The visiting students
this reporter interviewed were enthusiastic and optimistic about the
future.
Establishing a school for decathlon athletes is the hope of SJS
pole-vault star Chris Papanicolaou.
Papanicolaou’s immediate plans are
to return to his home in Greece to
teach and to coach at the University of Athens.
The trackman says there is a
need for an athletes’ school because "even high schools in the
United States have better athletic
facilities than the University (Athens,. This is why I’d like to start
a professional school for athletes
like the school already established
in Germany where promising talent is coached and trained."
Jila Sazegar is receiving her BA.
in journalism; she has written professionally for Women’s Magazine
of Iran since she won a writing
contest the magazine sponsored
when she was going to high school.
Miss Sazegar says her long ambition is to write a "plain talking,
fictional novel with emphasis on

thought rather than adventures or
mysteries."
Fereidoon Pirzaden, a graduate
of the SJS Department of Journalism and instructor at Tehran University in Iran’s capital city, urged
Miss Sazegar to attend SJS after
she had completed the brief twoyear journalism program the law
school was offering at the time.
Plans to continue writing for
Women’s Magazine and possibly
teaching at the university, which
has since expanded its journalism
program, will occupy Miss Sazegar
when she arrives at home. Site has
been a staff writer for Sparta Life
and the alumni magazines while attending SJS.
"I already have my ticket for
West Africa," chimes meteorology
major Nouho Teta Diallo.
The student from Guinea explains that he has a four-year contract with his government, who has
paid his tuition to work for the
country’s weather bureau starting
this summer.
Diallo says that the students are
rebuilding his country through national service. When his contract
expires he says he will work for his
master’s degree at a European university.

Plans Publication
Of Senior Catalog

SJS seniors in the future will receive a statistical catalog from
former SJS grads explaining the
why and how of your major, minor,
and occupation open in the business world.
The Student Personnel Office
will compile such a booklet. Dr.
Robert B. Clarke, associate professor of student personnel, is distributing senior questionnaires this
semester to start the program. The
survey is co
-sponsored by the Political Science Department and Pi
Sigma Alpha, political science honorary society.
Six departments
psychologY,
sociology and anthropology, business, biological science, industrial
arts and poltical science are initially participating this semester.
The two main purposes of this
questionnaire, said Dr. Clarke, are
to obtain department feedback to
reevaluate curriculum and receive
summary data for students to decide what majors to follow.

Ombudsman Urges Whites To Fight Discrimination
By STEVE LIEURANCE
"The average middle class White student
gives his or her support to housing and
businesses that are discriminatory when
they should be doing their part by not tolerating racial inequality anywhere," said J.
Benton White, as he summed up his year
as the first SJS ombudsman.
"We as Whites should make ourselves
aware of what is going on in the minority
communities and find out how the minority
students experience life," he continued.
J. Benton White is leaving the ombudsman posit ion at SJS at the end of this term
to return to his duties as campus minister
at the Wesley Foundation, 441 S. 10th St.
White has held the post since it was created in September by SJS President Robert
Clark. His job has been to "aggressively
and continuously deal with discrimination
and help work with minority community
problems."
Among his many duties, White has been
working with the Economic Opportunity
Program (EOP), the Upward Bound proposal, the college commitment program,
and the open housing covenant for nondiscriminatory housing.
"Students tend to feel that they as individuals are not responsible for what is happening. They blame past generations for
racial strife and all of our other problems,"
contends the ombudsman.

tO
ni.
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PROBLEMS TOLERATED
"But these problems exist because we
tolerate them. We frequent businesses that
discriminate, we rent in discriminated housing and we give our economic support and
acceptance to these things that are discriminatory and bigoted," he said.
Benton White has been at SJS for seven
years, having come here from the University of Nebraska. By vocation he is a Meth-

odist minister who specializes in working
with college students.
This summer White plans to attend the
Pacific Lutheran Theological Seminary in
Berkeley to complete work for his master’s
degree in theology.
White urged all students to "find out how
minority students experience life," and said
that they should make themselves aware of
the problems especially by reading the Kerner report this summer.
"I get a little impatient with the predictions for a long hot summer," stated the
ombudsman.
"It’s going to be a self-fulfilling prophecy.
Rather than preparing for the worst, if a.s
much time, money and energy were spent
working on the racial problems as are spent
for police arms and tanks, then the problems might not develop.
"But statements by such people as Mayor
Daley of Chicago don’t give us much hope,"
he painted out.
SYMPATHY NEEDED
Explained White, "Reports indicate that
community combustability is determined by
whether or not minority leaders feel that
community leaders are sympathetic to the
problems and working toward a solution."
The 36 -year-old White is married and has
two young sons, 6 and 3. 1k was born and
brought up in Alabama, received his degree
in general business from the University of
Alabama.
He received his B.D. degree at the Candler School of Theology at Emory University
in Atlanta, Georgia. White also served as
an Air Force chaplain.
"There has been a change on this campus
this year," White continued. "I think Tim
Knowles of the United Black Students for
Action stated this well when he said that
the change has been in the Blacks and not
In the Whites. The Blacks are more militant, and more dependent upon one another.

They feel that the person who does care
and the person they can depend upon is
their own Black brother.
"The majority of the White public believes in non-involvement and this has
driven the Blacks to believe that they can
only depend upon s.rie another," White
stated.
FUNDS NEEDED
The California State College Board of
Trustees recently recommended that the
ombudsman position be created in all of the
18 state colleges after Benton White’s year
of trial and error.
"I think the position has proved itself,"
comments White. "There have been some
mistakes made, hut the same ones won’t
be made in the future.
"I feel the ombudsman position offers
some personal approaches to basic campus
concerns that no other position can offer,"
said White.
White added that some changes have
been made this year. There are plans being
made to hire sociology faculty from ethnic
minorities. Many of the departments are
undergoing a self re-evaluation. Changes
have been made in the advertising policies
of all of the campus publications.
The EOP program has been established
and partially funded by Student Council,
and communication has been facilitated.
Some of the plans for the immediate future include approaching the housing problem for minority students in advance so
that the students do not run into embarrassing experiences as they have in the
past,
"I’m now trying to find some funds to
reserve some space for some of the minority
students," commented White.
"There is a sense of satisfaction in being Involved in this position, but it has not
always been easy," White concluded.

OPEN HOUSING COVENANT is inspected by
1-0 Ombudsman J. Benton White, student Ken
Jones, and Rev. Roy Hock, Lutheran Campus
minister. The decal will be voluntarily displayed
by householders who rent to students regardless of race, creed, or national origin. It reads,
"San Jose State College Housing Covenant,"
and is brown, black, white and yellow in color.
White is leaving the ombudsman position this

summer to devote full time to his campus minister duties at the Wesley Foundation on 10th
St. He has held the ombudsman position since
his appointment to the post by SJS President
Robert Clark. The California State College
Board of Trustees recently recommended that
the ombudsman position be created at all state
colleges after White’s historical term at SJS.
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New Building Trouble Typical;
Duncan Hall Still ’Quite Nice’

Wednesday. June 3, 1965

How Bookstore Bases
Book Buy-Back Price
By ROGER HAMMOND
"What’r 1 ...ray get half price for
this book? It’s brand new, never
been opened."
Yes, it’s about that time again,
spring buy-back of textbooks at
Spartan Bookstore. But, before you
sell your books back and voice that
semester-end complaint, "I was
robbed!" let’s find out what really
determines the price you will get.
In the first place the Spartan
Bookstore is committed to subscribe certain funds to the new
College Union Building. This is one
of the conditions under which federal money was allocated for it.
The students voted on this. This
subscription imposes a certain
rigidity on the pricing system at
the bookstore.
At the beginning of the semester, instructors turn in a four part
sheet tor the heel:: they will use

JET m..\\ tau, to
LONI1tIN H. T.
$245. June I7/Sept. 9
I.
L..1. to LONIll
AMSTER!) \\I
$319. June 25/Sept. 5(10 wks.)
$349. July 4/Aug. 9 (5 wks.)
SIERRA TRAVEL,
(213) 274-0729
9875 Santa Monica B.,
Beverly Hills

that semester. The Spartan Bookstore gets a sheet, California
Books and Robert’s Bookstore each
receive a sheet, and the Instructor
receives one. This plan has been
worked out to replace the helterskelter arrangement of previous
years, where flO one was sure what
books were being ordered by
whom. This plan, according to
Harry Wineroth, manager of the
Spartan Bookstore, makes sure
there are enough copies for students at the start of the semester.
The bookstore pays 50 per cent
of the current list price for used
books which are going to be used
on campus this coming semester;
that is, until enough books are
bought back for the next semester’s class. After this number has
been reached, the buy-back price
will be what is listed in the wholesale catalog.
This year, text -type paperbacks
about $2 which will be used again
r will be handled the same as hard’ bound textbooks. Last semester,
ithey were 10 cents. Like last semester, a 10 per cent bonus will
I be paid during exam week.
"The prices at the three bookstores in the area are relatively
the same," stated Wineroth. The
1 prices are set by the publishers,
and we have no control over this.
The policy for used books is basichalf the current
ally the same
Price and the 10 per cent bonus."
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Pr: to by Larry
RADAR SCEEN on top of Duncan Hall is inspected by
Dourgarian, student, and Dr. Albert Millor, chairman
Meteorology Department. The screen was part of the
ment received under research grants.
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By JAMES DOURGARIAN
Contrary to student Robert Turkovich’s letter to the editor in the
April 19 issue of the Spartan Daily,
Duncan Hall, the new science complex, is not a glass monster.
Turkovich wrote of the dripping
water, power failures, confu.sed elevators, and doors refusing to open
In the new science building that
has fascinated the students at SJS.
Dr. Albert Miller, chairman of
the Meteorology Department, said
of Turkovich’s complaints, "Some
of it is typical of all new buildings,
though we have had an amazing
amount of trouble with the elevators.
"Part of the problem is that the
state architect is far removed
from the operators." Dr. Miller
also quipped, "They’ve got a fire
hydrant up there (the roof I and
for what reason I don’t know, and
it’s in the way!"
Dr. Miller did say after 10 years
of waiting for the building that it
is "quite nice," especially since the
meteorology department is out of
the third floor of the Engineering
Building and into the much larger
Duncan Hall.

There is also more equipment for
the building, including radar, recoved under research grants. Dr.
Miller said of the other major addition, an observatory, "It’s important, especially for our majors
and graduate students."
Dr. Miller also said after 10
years in trying for the new building, named for the late Dean of
Natural Science, Carl S. Duncan,
that all the space already is taken,
because the state only relies on
what is needed at the time, meaning 10 years ago.
A wing to cost an estimated $6.2
million will be added to the present
$5.7 million complex. This $12 million estimated project includes a
lawn and sidewalks, according to
Executive Dean C. Grant Burton’s office.
Dean Burton stated construction
will begin when the working drawings are approved by the Public
Works Board, then sent out to bid.
The Dean said all this will take
to September 1968, with construction lasting two years.
The wing will include a two-story
building and a basement, including
a radiological lab, as well as the

Charlie Brown, Friends Not Exempt From School
EDITOR’S NOTE: Today ends the pre -finals
rush for lest-minute term papers, extra credit
projects and book reports. Even "Peanuts"
characters Lucy, Schroeder, Linus and Charlie
Brown are not exempt from this "necessary
educational evil." In fact their various methods
of approach are painfully similar to those
used by real-life students. Someone you know,
perhaps?
LUCY, SCHROEDER, LINUS, CHARLIE
BROWN
A book report about "Peter Rabbit."
LUCY
"Peter rabbit is this stupid book
About this stupid rabbit who steals
Vegetables from other people’s gardens.
(she counts the words, one through 17(
Eighty-three to go.
SCHROEDER
The name of the book about which
This book report is about is
(Reprinted by permission of Charles Schultz
from "You’re A Good Man, Charlie Brown,"
a Random House play based on the comic
strip "Peanuts" by Charles Schultz. Music,
lyrics and adaptation by Clark Gasser.
Copyright 1967.)
"Peter Rabbit," which is about this
Rabbit ...
It reminded me of Robin Hood.
And the part where Little John jumped
from the rock
To the Sheriff of Nottingham’s back,
And then Robin and everyone swung from
the trees

It could upset my thinking
Which is not good at all.
I’ll get a fresh start tomorrow
And it’s not due till Wednesday,
So I’ll have all of Tuesday
Unless something should happen
I should be outside playing,
Getting fresh air and sunshine,
I work best under pressure
And there’ll be lots of pressure
If I wait till tomorrow

In a sudden surprise attack.
And they captures the Sheriff and all of
his goods,
And they carried him back to their camp
in the woods,
And the Sheriff was guest at dinner and all,
But he wriggled away and he sounded
the call,
And his men rushed in and arrows flew -"Peter Rabbit" did sort of that kind of
thing too.

LINUS
Not to mention the extreme pressure
exerted on him by his deeply rooted sibling
rivalry with Flopsy, Mopsy and Cottontail . . .
CHARLIE BROWN
First thing after
Dinner I’ll start

LINUS
In examining a work such as "Peter
Rabbit," it is important that the superficial
characteristics of its deceptively simple plot
should not be. allowed to blind the reader to
the more substantial fabric of its deeper
motivations. In this report I plan to discuss
the sociological implications of family pressures so great as to drive an otherwise
moral rabbit to perform acts of thievery
which he consciously knew were against
the law. I also hope to explore the personality of Mr. MacGregor in his conflicting
roles as farmer and humanitarian. Peter
Rabbit is established from the start as a
benevolent hero and it is only with the increase of social pressure that the seams in
his moral fabric .

LUCY
And they were very, very, very, very,
Very, very happy to be home.
SCHROEDER
The end.
LUCY
. . . ninety-four, ninety-five.
The very, very, very end.
LINUS
A-men,

CHARLIE BROWN

CHARLIE BROWN (beginning to write)
A book report on "Peter Rabbit."

If I start writing now
When I’m not really rested

new wing which will be used mainly for biology classes.
Dean Burton also gave a look to
future additions and changes in the
future SJS campus.
The dean said San Carlos Street
will be depressed and connected to
both sides of the street by three
bridge-causeways, as will Fourth
Street, which will be connected to
the new San Antonio complex.
In the future, the old science
building will be torn down and its
site will become the gateway to
the future SJS.

Not Difficult
To Recruit
F
or ’ P eanuts
By WALT YOST
Did you ever sympathize with
poor old Charlie Brown? Doesn’t
loud-mouthed Lucy remind you of
someone you know? There’s a
little bit of the "Peanuts" personality in everybody. Cartoonist
Charles Schulz would have no difficulty recruiting a new cast of
characters if he visited SJS.
Charlie Browns are easily recognizable as those poor souls who
have to find a parking space five
minutes before their next class, or
the people found at the end of the
last line on the final day of registration.
Lucys are the girls you date once
and only once. They’re the girls
who slam doors in your face when
you’re laden down with books.
Schroeder is the person with a
"glorious goal:" the football player
who predicts SJS will go undefeated, the new student representative who believes "ASB government can work," and the glassy eyed Spartan Daily writer who
feels there’s room for one more
Herb Caen. He’s the miniature
concert pianist, and dreams, like
us all, that someday he’ll reach
the big time. And then there’s
Snoopy. Most people will agree
that he’s the favorite of Schultz’s
"family." He’s a dreamer, too.
Maybe the fact that he is a dog
and not a human is his endearing
quality.
As he said in one of Schultz’,
cartoons, "How come some of us
are born dogs and others people?
It doesn’t seem quite fair. Why
was I one of the lucky ones?"

Selective Service System Fails To Disrupt SJS Grads
By CONNIE SKINTARES
Spartan Daily Staff Writer
In the face of recent selective
service step-up of draft procedures

BOOK SALE!
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for college graduates, logic has it
that draft-dodging should be the
prime concern of all eligible diploma candidates.
However, according to SJS graduating seniors, it doesn’t necessarily have to be.
Despite Uncle Sam’s January
refusal to accept graduate deferments unless medical or dental in
nature, a recent survey here revealed that graduating draft eligibles, comprising Hershey’s No.
one group for attack, are, for the
most part, unmoved.
"Sure, I’m concerned," says one
prospective graduate, "but I’m not
going to get patanoid about it. I’m

If you’re driving
home for the
summer, have
two for the
road.
Ou Si RLAt 0 IRED NOTHING REPLACES SLEEP
CN NO00/4

’."T

going to enjoy my summer first,
then wait to see what September
brings when I’m reclassified."
Several of the male graduates
have extensive travel plans, commencing shortly after graduation
until who knows when. One anxious graduate said, "I’m going to
Europe in June and if I like it I’ll
stay, maybe permanently. I don’t
think I have too much to worry
. my uncle’s on the draft
about
board at home."
Another student will work for
Vista in Chicago, which automatically grants an extended year’s deferment. "I’m not going to worry
about the service until the time
actually comes. And, for me that’s
a long way off."
Here, the prospective volunteer’s
friend volunleered comment.

"Yeah, he’s waiting for Kennedy
to become president so Vista will
count as an alternative to military
duty."
What most graduates know in
common is that it is up to each
individual traft board to determine
classification and reclassification.
"They’re not going to take all of
us, you know," says one overlyconfident student. "I just hope the
local draft fills its quota before
they get to my name."
Surprisingly enough, only two
dissenters stood out in the crowd.
One, of course requesting anonymity, exclaimed, "they’ll have to
drag me."
The other laid claim to conscientious objection, stating, "I put
my letter in two years before a I
this draft refusing started, so they

C7.)
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consider me honest in my convi(tions, I guess."
There are still, believe it or not,
others who consciously want to he
swept into the draft deluge. One
enthusiastic student commented
very unenthusiastically, "my girl’s
bugging me about getting married.
Believe me, right now I’d rather
die than get hitched!"
Perhaps tlie general air oi
casualty about the draft pen/actin.:
the ranks of the graduates is di,,’
to the length of time they’ve KM
to cope with the problem. At Mend of four years of it, they’ \
either got to be professional
wranglers or experts at building
shields of immunity against the
fight.
Whatever the reasons, cries from
graduate schools that no sing],
thing has disrupted academe
much this past year as the sele,
five service system have failed
reach most KIS grads who refit
to 1st it disrupt them.
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Fashion Coordination by Rhyse Davis
-Fashion Photography by Doug Menard
Fashions courtesy of Stuart’s

FASHION SPOTLIGHT With
summer almost here, many
coeds around the nation are beginning to wonder what type of
bathing suit to purchase for all those enjoyable days ahead at the
beach. Sheri Hall, freshman, models two new suits for the fashion
minded coed this year. Photo left, Miss Hall models the new
cut-a -way back bathing suit. The suit combines all the summer

colors, red, green, pink, yellow and white. Approximate price

right, Miss Hall shows that the bikini is still very
popular with the college -oriented woman. The three-piece ensemble includes, a bikini suit, a beach cover up and a beach hat.
Each may be purchased separate or as an ensemble. Total price
for all the items is $30.
is $16. Photo

State College Faculty Turnover Double Other Schools
POAGUE
The t111110Ver rate of faculty in
the state colleges is double that
of comparative institutions, according to a joint commit lee sponsored
by the Association of California
State College Professors (ACSCP)
and the American Federation of
Teachers (AFT).

"It seems likely that, many of ons is Michael Grady, assi.iant
our most able professors are in- professor of English.
cluded in this mass exodus," the
Grady, who obtained his M.A. in
committee further stated.
1963 from the University of SouReasons cited in the committee
them California and is currently
report are large teaching loads a doctoral candidate at Stanford
and small salaries. One professor University. has resigned from the
Who is leaving for just those reas- SJS faculty.

"The teaching load is at best tiring and worst oppressive," he
charged. "To teach four classes is
in itself a full week’s work (a 45hour work week according to the
present Faculty Staffing Formula)
and at the same time younger facBy LESLIE FLOWERS
ulty members are expected to be
College students have a habit of personalizing their text books Gresradeayr.ching and writing for publiand SJS students are no exception.
cation in order to advance," said
Just look through used books at the bookstore and you’re bound to
find countless names, addresses and phone numbers (get out your
Grady has had published or aclittle black hooks, boys:, itemized shopping lists, coffee stains and
cepted for publication four
what have you.
books (three of them co-authored
Some students believe in leaving the successive owner of the brxik
with his wife) and 11 articles and
a wise or witty little phrase such as, "Goel is not stead, he just doesn’t
reviews on theoretical and applied
want to get involved."
linguistics.
Then there is the student historian who delights in recording
major contemporary events, "Suzy Creamcheeze choked!" (?)
And of course there is always the student who hopes to save
"What a farce this
future generations from the mistake he made
whole book is!"
But equal time must be given the student who has more feeling
By JUDY RICKARD
for his text and is a bit touched (only a bit, mind you) when the
SJS Alumni Association is worktime comes to give up the hook (the curing of his melancholy, however, is directly proportional to the resale price of the book). This ing to establish good student -comstudent, in fact, may be so touched that he would be inspired to write: munity relations and to make the
college "excellent, rather than ade"An Elegy to a Ened Book"

Aspiring Student Authors
Use Talent on Textbooks

Although Grady made his devision to leave SJS before the Acridemic Senate suggested its memhers might like to get out while
the getting is good, Grady does
agree that the end result of polineal tampering with education
could be "thought control."
"As long as conservatives are in
Sacramento they viqn attempt to
turn the colleges and universities
into t.aining schools rather than
places for intellectual development," Grady commented.
"Before it happens though," he
emphasized, "professional integrity
will force many faculty members
to leave."
"The logjam caused by the 60:40
staffing ratio is also a cause for
dissatisfaction," according to
Grady. "One must simply wait for
professors or associate professors
to retire before he (’an be advanced. It. becomes a matter of
seniority, not merit," he charged.

((’imtinued from Page 111)
1930 and Ph.D. in 1939 from Stanford University.
Merrill Hugo, assistant professor
of mechanical engineering retires
after 12 years at SJS. "It is hard
to tell what I am going to ciri7-1
may travel to Canada or parts of
California although I got it out of
my system a long time ago," Hugo
commented. "You never know from
day to day what will happen."
Prof Hugo will continue to do
engineering consultation. He feels
students of the post -Korean War
period were more energetic and
better oriented than current students. "The G.I.’s were willing to
workeharder,"
Hugo
H.dekra
mer
was responsible for teaching
the first graduate course in precision measuring from 1930-40 at
Stanford and the first standards
lab for gauging from 1930 until
1946, Hugo got his A.B. in 1924
from Stanford and is a registered
professional engineer.
Arnold True, professor of meteorology, retires after 21 years at
SJS. A retired rear admiral, True
plans to read and write at his
ranch in the Santa Cruz Mountains. He is also engaged in political activity and plans a fiveweeks trip to Europe later.
"This college has grown from
6,000 to 22,000 and it seems that
the student body is showing more
interest in world affairs, which is
for the better," True concluded.
True earned his B.S. degree in
1920 from the United States Naval
Academy and got his MS. from
Massachusetts Institute of Technology in 1931.
Maurine Thompson, professor of
music, leaves S.IS after teaching
voice since 1928. Travel and leisure figure in her future plans.
Prof. Thompson taught the first
course in opera wor kshop in the

Fair book, your seams are weary
And your coat is growing thin,
Though outer complexion belies
your age
You’ve countless lines within

From cover to cover I’ll read you
(That I had done it before),
For Cliff apparently has passed
you by
So I must tackle the chore.

From beginning to end you’ve
got the stuff
That has made men wise,
And the names and numbers
Inside your cover
Make a bachelor’s paradise.

And when your job is finished
And your last page I have turned,
Please pray that, on the test day
I’ll remember what I’ve learned

I found you long ago
A must at any cost.,
Fate in the form a greensheet
Had caused our paths to cross.

I

struggled through your preface.
Though words were sweet and
pure,
Last night I finished the intro;
How much can I endure?
Now that finals are upon Its
You’ve very much ahead,
I’ll wake with you in the morning
And stay with you ’til bed.

Then, at last you will be done
And thereafter we must part,
So I’ll epitaph your very last
page
From the bottom of my heart:

campus buildings but replies that
students have not changed, especially as individuals.
Dr. Arthur Williams, professor
of chemistry, has taught here since
1946. He plans to travel for four
months through the western half
of the United States. Williams has
authored three textbooks and several lab manuals and is the coauthor of a new chemistry text
soon to be released.
"When I first came here there
were no graduate work or research
projects. My experiences have been
perfect; I never anticipated a job
like this," Williams commented.
Dr. William Zoller, professor of
English, has no immediate retirement plans. During his 20 years
of instructing at SJS, Dr. Zoller
has enjoyed his stay.

SPECIALIZING IN THE REPAIR OF EUROPEAN -MADE CARS:
PORSCHE, MERCEDES AND VOLKSWAGEN.
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Quiz for Seniors:
Remember When...
Here’s a quiz, senkirs:
What
do
Mary
Bloomquist,
Betty Lou Matthis, Susie Sydell
and Valerie Dickerson have in
common?
Remember?
They’ve
been your homecoming queens for
the last four years.
Other former SJS students have
made their way into homes across
the country through television. On
one Sunday evening Thomas Truax
was making the news while the
Smothers Brothers were knocking it.

FEE Monies Support Research

lence in Education (FEE) drive
and Alumni Association memberships provide the $35,000 annual
operating budget which sponsors
scholarship and research fellowships, lalwiratory grants, scholarsquate," according to Cliff L. Un- in-residence, alumni activities, and
derwood, executive director of the library collections. Glassblower Erassociation.
win Eisch and psychology protesA continuing Fund for Excel- tor Dr. Walter Plant visited the

1950’s. She directed and sang the:
leading role in Gion-Carlo Men totti’s "The Medium" in the first
formal opera at SJS in 1956. Prof.
Thompson was awarded the Sword
of Honor in November 1966 Irs:01
Sigma Alpha Iota, national professional music fraternity f 0 r ,
women.
Prof. Thompson received her
Certificate of Education from the:
University of Chicago in 1920, A.B.:
in 1923 from Coe College and A.M.
in 1935 from Columbia University,
Margaret Warhurst, associate
professor of home economics and
education, retires after 12 years
of teaching. She plans to do transcription wolk with braille and
home economics texts especially
for "youngsters." Prof. Warhurst
notes the tremendous growth In

campus this academic year on FEE

grants.

FEE meney will be used to organize programs in the completed
college union. Alumni Association
members initiated a drive last year
and paid more than $3,000 for
night lighting of Tower Hall.

FOR A BRIGHT AND HAPPY FUTURE
BEST OF LUCK IN EVERYTHING YOU DO
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Fair book, you served me well
But never very much,
I fear you’ve got some pages
That have missed my scholar’s
touch.

color
fantasy
good design
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And though your virtues on one
hand
I easily could count,
Let’s hope that in the end you
bring
A sizeable amount.
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A SHIPWRECKED SAILOR FROM LISLE
SWAM ASHORE TO A TROPICAL ISLE
BUT HE GATHERED HIS WITS
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SO HE WON’T SEND FOR HELP FOR AWHILE.
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Miner Predicts Two Years of Crisis

I court. He also is the :iuthor of "A
By NICK HARRISON
t \No years will be. Plea for Sanity in the Public Colr, or crisis for the state leges and Universities."
Miner believes that "the Comcollege system." according to Dick
Miner newly elected ASB presi- ’ mit tee for Academic Responsibility
in the name of saving the
dent
Comment ing on various prob- , college system is doing irreparable
lems facing the college and coun- harm. They are offering destructry as a new class graduates from tive criticism rather than conSJS. Miner said, ’The leoislature structive criticism. They’re tearing
has shown no willingness to under- litown where they should be bundtake the major eform." which he ling up and the important people
s ay s includes cutting teacher or California realize this."
loads, saltily increa:es and prop.
Miner Is optimistic about the
budget tag.
fieWly elected ASB council. -The
-When Gilbaugh can go to thi- new council is more aware of the
legislature and get so much sup- imildems facing the campus than
port for increasing teacher lot Is was last year’s. Leadership last
this bodes ill fortune for the staic .ear was not as fully committed
cal ’gesystem," Miner said. "Wi. to make the break with traditional
are losing good people who are student government as we are."
tired of working under an U111The old student government is
iendly governor and legislature .1 !tartly responsible for the apathy
on campus reflected in the stuABOUT GILRAUGH
last month
Dr. John Gilhaugh is a former dent body elections
voted, acdean of SJS who was assigned a when only 3500 students
teaching tiosition in May 1966. tie eording to Miner.
Basically the student govern1.,olt his rea.ssignment to
ment had apathy; there were 13
resignations out of 20 officers.
Also the year got off to a had
start and the Dow and Marine
demonstrations cut things up."

&Las
FLOWER SHOP
292.0462 OR 292-0463
10th & SANTA CLARA

APATHY REFLECTED
Miner also cited national apathy
as a cause for campus apathy,
"and political apathy in the country was reflected by this campus."
When running for president.
Miner said that racism was the
biggest issue on campus and in the
nation. Miner forsees more racial
problems at SJS than this semester but says, "I feel more confident in being able to tackle them."
Ile cited the new tutorials pro, -tons to go into effect this sum. .ind fall as "an indication we
.o. doing something about the
problem." He was referring to two
new 1,11VI WTI, aimed at giving co’.
"headstart- in
,aJ
$38,000 of the
fund was to be used to
.11es site the problem.
for enlarging
Making plans
-;partan Stadium in the future is
art in his power because of
problems with the city of San
.lose but he is requesting a meettog with May Ron James to dis,uss the stadium in addition to
discussing the streets around the
cianpus, co-ordination of police
..nd campus security and the pos-.Minty of a joint cultural program
with the city of San Jose.
Student parking problems will
1.t lessened in 1970 when the new
..’rage is period at the corner of

ASB PRESIDENT Dick Miner cites national apathy as a cause of
for the next two years. He
new ASB council and tutorials
programs for minority students.

campus apathy in his predictions
feels confident of the future for the
Ninth and San Fernando, according to Miner, but he indicated that
he favors more immediate measures including the opening of of fcampus faculty parking lots to
students earlier than the current
3 p.m. time,
Miner recently told an audience
at the annual awards banquet that
ii rut
his administration
sill!
banquit tor 111cm:ch.,- II
maintains "There’s Iv, need 1,,
spend $900 on a banquet. We don’t
need an institutionalized ceremony
to thank student conamillevs."
AWARDS PROCEDURE
He also criticized the application procedure of persons for
awards. "It’s ludicrous to apply
for awards. If what you’ve done
stands out, you don’t need an application process. There are many
who have given dedicated service
who deserve awards and we should
find them without an application."
Commenting on the future of the
Vietnam war and the current
peace talks, Miner, an internati.mal relations major, pointed out that
the Korean peace talks took a
long time and if the talks in Paris
drag out or fail. there is it buffet

SPARTAN

behind it in the elections this
year, and a campaign has a rejuvenating quality. "However," he
declared, "if things are no better
’ under the new leadership after the
elections I would question some
of the basic assumptions this
democracy was founded on."
’WAVES OF REACTION’
speculated Huai if is uses of
country,
’iii ’Ii nindit ,weep 1
, destroying our political system as
iSe know it, a lot of middle of the
ogadeis will begin to take sides."
When asked about his own plans
after graduation, the new ASH
president jokingly asked "I-Immm;
how old do you have to be to run
for the House of Representatives?"
His plans are to attend graduate
school at either Harvard, University of Michigan, or the University
of California and then to travel
awile to "cover diplomatic events
’ from a critical and photographer’s
ipoint of view and then to return
to a-college or university to teach."
For the past two years Dick has
tx-en planning to travel to Europe
"With my major it’s important
for me to see things in another
conte.xt."

What To Do After Graduation?
Take the Quiz and Find Out
Its BILL 111104(11NIANN
Spartan Daily Stull Writer
To try to nod two people a I,
spend their summer vacation in
actb the same way is a very difficult task. No matter how close two
friends tan be during the school
year, it is more than likely that
they will travel their diverse ways
once the academic bell has ceased
to ring
Fur June graduates, there is always the temptation to lounge in
the sun for a few weeks before
placing themselves on the job
availability list. The only problem
with this is that weeks turn into
months and months turn into
years, and before he knows it, he
has become an unqualified bum.
This is a problem that January
grads don’t have to face. Who
wants to lounge around in the cold
of winter months? Midterm graduates feel compelled to work immediately after they finish their
schooling, whether it took the customary four years or the usual six
or eight.
But what about the poor folk
who have to return to this institution of higher learning for another
year, or two, or three, or . , . ? For
them sununer vacation serves two
functions: first, they are given a
chance to recuperate from the previous semester, and secondly they
can begin to bolster themselves for’
the gruelling task of "sticking with
the books for another 16 weeks."
The real trick to enjoying a summer vacation is simply to do the

iright things. Some people are born i
I losers no matter what they attempt. They arc losers during the
academic year, losers during summer sessions, and losers during the
long-awaited vacation,
How can you tell if you’re a born
loser or a sure winner? The easiest
way, if you don’t recognize it already, is to answer the following
questions honestly and sincerely. If
you score higher than 37, well ...
you’re in trouble
A. Where do you town.’ your summer vacations?
1. Th, Virgin Islanils
2. Florida
3. At home
4. In the backyard
5. Hanoi
B. Why do you spend it there?
1. I’m rich
2. I’m not that rich
3. I’m poor
4. I’m that poor
5. I’m depraved
you work where?
1. Are you kidding?
2. I pull crab grass every
third Thursday
3. I walk a tight rope in the
4. circus.
Iteach swimming to fish
5. I’m a forest ranger in
Fairbanks, Alaska
D. Why do you work at that particular place?
1. No one else will take me
2. It’s close to home
3. It’s far away from home
4. It’s near Vegas, stupid
5. I’ve tried everywhere else

E.

F.

G.

H.

C. If

I.

what do you read
during the three-month break?
I. The same stuff I read dur. nothing
ing school
2. Iieemy reading glasses
at home
.3yobyalP
4. The Spartan Daily
5. "Analytical Geometry,"
Third Edition
What do you like about summer?
1. No school
2. It doesn’t snow
3. Nothing
4. The sun rises
4. The sun sets
How often do you think alkali
SJS?
1 When I’m on the john
2. Almost never
3. Are you kidding again?
4. Frequently
5. When I’m not on the john
Do you think vacation is necessary, why?
1. Yes . . . It’s a rest and
it keeps me from cutting
classes
2. Yes ... it’s as good a rest
as you can get
3. Maybe . . . gives the
teachers a break
4. No
. it.’s a waste of
time
5. No ... I want to learn
What is the first thing you’ll
do when you return to campus?
1. Go back home
2. Cry
3. Get drunk
4. Begin studying

Worthal in 22nd Year
Its GARY BECKER
Spartan Daily Staff Writer
The east ot characters for this true to life adventure include: Worthal, the downtrodden student; his nemesis Professor Snarl, who has a penchant for giving exams; Louise, a voluptuous coed
who distracts males from academic endeavors, and
Dean Bellows, the administrator who is full of
hot air.
To knowledgeable collegians across the nation,
these characters are part of the syndicated cartoon
feature, "Little Man on Campus." Stanford graduate Dick Bibler is the creator of this humerous
approach to campus life.
For 22 years, Bibler has been delighting college
students with the zany antics of Worthal and
Professor Snarf. "Little Mtn on Campus" came
into existence while Bible!’ was a student at the
University of Kansas.
As many as 350 college newspapers and 150 high
school publications subscribe to the popular campus feature. Bibler, who draws only 100 cartoons

BETWEEN 9th & 10th
ON SANTA CLARA

SAN JOSE HEALTH CLUB
413 E. Santa Clara St.
295-9910
LICURSI’S BARBER & STYLING
421 E. Santa Clara St. 295-9586

a year as a sideline, teaches painting and design at
Monterey Peninsula College. His cartooning career
began in Elkhart, Kansas, at the age of 12.
On one occasion while Bibler was doing a water
color painting for a idass, he noticed that a small
youngster was watching him with interest. The
boy finally asked him, "Are you an artist?" Bibler
replied in the affirmative. After a few more minutes had elapsed, the youth said, "You’ll be lucky
if the teacher gives you a "C" on that one."
It was at Stanford that he gained the reputation
of sipping coffee slowly and eyeing the coeds or
was it sipping coffee and eyeing the coeds slowly?
Anyway, he gained some kind of reputation. Bibler
contends that he did study drawing and painting,
contrary to what some of his fellow students
may say.
Since many of Bibler’s cartoons deal with the
male-female relationship, he must face the problem
of censorship squarely. He believes that the mating
aspect of college life is so relevant that it should
be included in a moderate way so as not to offend
anyone.

SHOPS
qcoida:tf Hnitcs
410 E. SANTA CLARA ST.

SPARTAN SHOPS THANK YOU FOR YOUR
PATRONAGE THIS YEAR. WE HOPE THAT
OUR STUDENT DISCOUNTS AND SPECIAL
OFFERS HAVE HELPED YOU SAVE MONEY
FOR PLEASURABLE PURSUITS. THOSE OF
YOU WHO WILL BE HERE DURING THE
SUMMER CAN BE ASSURED OF CONTINUED SAVINGS AND SPECIAL SE RVICES. WE WILL BE HERE NEXT YEAR FOR
YOU STUDENTS NOT LUCKY ENOUGH TO
SPEND THE SUMMER HERE. AGAIN WE
THANK YOU.
_Totveri ht

(

9th & Santa Clara St.

ifictrie

295-4321

loth ST. PHARMACY
10th & Santa Clara St. 294-9131

Poison Scrolls
Protest Cure?
By BRUCE REILLY

I

SPARTAN DATT.TSR

ASTOR’S COIN-OP SAVE MONEY & TIME

Tribe Trips Out
By JOHN CRUZ

for the students to receive their
At this time of the year when diplomas. They solemnly paraded
the thrill of graduation is upon to the platform where they were
some students, those of us who are met by a mumbling Bradley.
YELL OF PAIN
experts in the field of "forgotten
While he shook one hand, he
events in U.S. history" are reminded of the tragic tale of the slapped the scroll -type diploma inFields University graduating class to the other, drawing a sharp yell
of pain from each student.
of 1924.
When the diplomas had been
In that year Fields U. was relatively small. Enrollment was 137 handed out Bradley stood and
with the graduating class consist- stared at the proud students. Arnold Aba the first student who reing of 15 men and 13 women.
Fields was the hotbed of radical ceived his diploma, suddenly fell
behavior in the state of Illinois to the ground as did each of his
during the 1920s. Prohibition was classmates. Bradley let out an inopenly violated on the campus, lo- sane laugh and did a little dance
A doctor rushed forward to
cal police preferring to raid the
nearby speakeasy so they could examine the fallen scholars and
announced, "They’re dead." A gasp
arrest the pretty chorus girls.
Then in the spring of 1924, dis- went up from the crowd. Bradley
aster struck. Elliot Ness, feared called for silence.
"This is the way of the future,"
"untouchable" and relentless pursuer of Al Capone, came on cam- he cackled. "Poisoned diplomas are
pus to recruit students for his the only way to handle these
young rebels."
organization.
Another gasp rose from the
His first day on campus Ness
was greeted by a small group of audience.
Bradley then went on to explain
heckling students who gathered
around his recruiting table. Ness how painless the poison was. He
ignored the shouts of "Ness, Ness asked Dr. Reasan, professor of
the fuzz pest" until he noticed one chemistry, to take a bow for
male student at the rear of the creating this ingenious method of
group sipping a flagon of beer. eliminating the pesty graduates.
The doctor stood up and explained
ONE-MAN TEAM
how the sweat glands of the hands
The young man turned out to be
on this hot day absorbed the poison
Fields’ undefeated one-man la- from the deadly diplomas.
crosse team and the next day was
So beware, graduating students
the big game against W. C. Uni- of 1968. Did you attend a school
versity. After five hours of tear- where the president had a rough
ful pleading by the athletic direc- time this past year? Look deeply
tor, Ness still refused to release into the eyes of the man handing
the lad.
you that diploma. Behind that
There followed 32 days of riot- guise of happiness does there lurk
ing.
a bitter educator who longs to
The ordeal proved to be too return to his job as a chemistry
much for the president of the teacher?
school, Claude Bradley. When
Scout Troop 216 arrived to reJUNE GRADUATES
capture the college a reporter who
WE NEED YOU
witnessed the emergence of Bradley noted that he had a wild look
Radio Station KLOK, San Jose,
kept
mumbling
in his eyes and
is interested in hiring aggressive,
something about, "I’ll get even."
enthusiastic account executives.
If you are a business major, raGraduation day arrived and the
dio major, or marketing man, we
28 seniors, their families and
would like to interview you for a
friends, chosen members of the
sales position with the Bay Area’s
faculty, and the beleaguered presifastest growing radio station.
dent, met in the summer heat for
Please Call: Phil Davis
the graduation ceremony.
(408) 272-0222
Speeches were made while parents dozed. Finally the time came
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ron Coca Plant 2$6 AUTO WASH
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Why all the fuss about marijuana? This is what a Tukano
tribesmen from the distant back
lands of Colombia, South America,
probably would say if he were here
today to see society’s restrictive
measures to discourage free use of
drugs.
Although the Tukano is unknowing about the Western preparations such as the use of marijuana, sunflower seeds, or rolled
and baked banana peels, he has
been indulging in the use of drugs

for hundreds of years, long before
the pot user learned to wisp
smoke into a misty cloud.
This expert cultivator, hunter
and fisherman, each year spends
much time growing uniformed
avenues of the common coca
shrub.
The coca plant is ceremoniously
tended only by the men of the
tribe. When full grown, the plant
stands about five feet tall. After
cutting, the coca plant serves as
the Tukano’s most precious stimulant.

s js p sychology Teacher
Analyzes Baseball Team
The biggest problem that confronts some major league baseball
players is the inability to concentrate.
This is the opinion of Dr. Thomas
Tutko, associate professor of psychology, who spent a week with
the Pittsburgh Pirates recently at
their spring based Fort Meyer’s,
Fla., training camp.
During his short stay, Dr. Tutko
administered standard personality
tests to the Pirate players. After
the testing, he conducted brief interviews with each player on the
lack of concentration.

He cited the thcoretical example
of the pitcher who wants to pitch
to certain spots, only to throw the
blt down the middle of the plate
and have it blasted out of the
park.
In the past five years, Dr. Tutko
and his associate, Dr. Bruce Ogilvie, have psychologically tested
more than 10,000 athletes. In 1966

2 CONVENIENT LOCATIONS

The preparation task is serious,
having much the same air of concentration about it as the surroundings of an ambitious glue
sniffer. Reverently, the head of the
tribe gradually fills a basket full
of leaves. Just as seriously, the
younger men in the group join -in
and place leaves into the basket.
Later in the afternoon the leaves
are baked in a large earthenware
pot over a hot fire. They are
stirred with a stick, and then
placed inside a small wooden
cylinder to be beaten and refined
further into what has the consistency of dust.
With the preparation process
completed, the Tukano empties the
powder into half-gourds, which he
carries around his neck on a string.
Ready to bomb out time and
time again, he may live solely on
the drug, going without sleep, food
or drink for days.
But there’s only one hang-up for
this forest hippie. The next morning the drug produces a whale of

NCOLNI AVE.
SUNC:n. ST,

_OPEN
24 HOURS
732 s,F IRST ST.
SPECIAL BY FOR BOATS P. Came
TRAILERS, TRUCKS & HONDAS, TOO

TE

BANKAMERICASO
riverwu kr:

Western college campuses. Hot
about marijuana and brownies this
they co-authored a book, "Problem
week and for variety’s sake cracker
Athletes and How to Handle
jacks and LSD next week?
Them." This book was based on

78 S. 4th St

Late for Class?

We’ll Park It for You!

CONGRATULATIONS

292-8311
2nd and San Fernando

Ticos would like to congratulate all the students
who will receive their diplomas this semester, and
to also thank them for their patronage. We hope
now that you are graduating you won’t stop seeing
us. Good luck.

Phone Orders 297-8421
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AT THE CASH YOU GET.
Bring vour books to Roberts
during finals for:

INSTANT CA ’II
SHORT LINES
LOTS OF kRKINC
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295-8968

Drive-in and Dining Room Service
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SILVA SERVICE

their research with college athletes.

Namizti

ffitelA Qog

Get your car ready for summer
fun. Stop in at Silva’s and have your
car completely serviced. At your
request we will tune, replace, ad.
just and service any or all necessary
components to insure you of a summer of motoring pleasure.
Sits. Service; serving SJS students
for 35 years.

a hangover and a number of other
side effects. It’s a shame he isn’t
aware of what is really "in" on

for the
Graduate,
the June Bride,
or any Special Occasion.
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Let’s Go Home!!
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DISCRIMINATION, PROTEST SEEN THIS YEAR
The 1967-68 SJS news year reflected the controversies which
brewed nationwide: racism and opposition to the war. In the
photo at right, taken soon after classes resumed in September,
Harry Edwards told a Concert Hall audience that the demands

’

of the United Black Students for Action had been met, thus
calming racial tensions on campus. In the photo (above), Dr.
Peter Collins leads a Vietnam "teach -in," session protesting
Vietnam policies, sponsored by Professors Against the War.

SECTION C

11

Editor’s Nightmare Racism, Dow, Politics:
A Whole Year’s News on One Front Page
By BILL GALSTAN
Spartan Daily Staff Writer
The Daily front page editor had
a nightmare recently. What, he
thought, would he do if all the important news events which developed this year were to all
happen on the same day? What
story would be most important,
what the most interesting?
Another problem would face
him: the news would no longer be
separate reports of information
it would all blend together. One
day’s event would affect the news
for months to come.
And finally, the news would be
very complex. Problems which are
ripping at the nation - racism,
war, and politics all are rele.
vent to the campus. Decisions
made in Sacramento affect the
day-to-day routine of most of the
editor’s readers.

HOMECOMING QUEEN
QUEEN VALERIE DICKERSON, 20-year-old senior journalism
major, was crowned 1967 Homecoming Queen at the Corona.
lion Ball. She was chosen for the title by student body vote. A
former Winter Carnival Queen, Miss Dickerson was the first
Black student to reign as Homecoming Queen at SJS. Specializing
in radio and television news, she was a member of the news staff
of KSJS, campus radio station, and co -producer of a daily news
show, Spartan Spectrum.

RACIAL ISSCES
After some thought, the editor
began to sketch his imaginary
front page. He decided that racial
news was the most important a
continuing story that started the
first day of school back in September and would probably continue as the printers set this story
in type.
The second most important story
would be campus reaction to the

war. Protest stories were often
the most sensational as students
became involved in fistfights with
other students and police broke up
one Dow rally with clubs and
tear gas.
Probably the third most significant feature would be events relating to education
budget cuts,
faculty complaints, and attacks by
conservative state legislators.
FIRST DAY ...
Many other stories would then
rotate around the three major
items. And as the editor began to
decide where these should be
placed on the front page, he consulted his list of news events for
the 1967-68 school year. It read
like this:
The first day of school, Sept. 18,
instructor Harry Edwards launched an attack on discrimination in
housing and organized the United
Black S t ud en ts for Action
(UBSA); interim ASB president
Vic Lee promised an Investigation
of Edwards’ charges.
Sept. 22: President Clark appointed an ombudsman "To conduct a continuous and aggressive
campaign against racial discrimination." He cancelled Friday night’s
football game with the University
of Texas because he feared violence following Edwards’ threat

that UBSA would "Picket, disrupt,
and bring a halt" to the game.
The president also put all fraternal organizations on probation
until Nov. 1, asking them to set
up procedures for eliminating discrimination. He announced that
Black athletes in the future would
have their lockers assigned randomly, that they would have equal
availability to social events, and
help would be given to Black athletes to find housing.
The night before Clark’s announcement, Panhellenic Council
had asked all sororities to evacuate, due to racial tensions on campus. All leaves, days off, and vacations were cancelled for San
Jose police so they could be on
hand if trouble developed.
On Oct. 9, seven anti-Marine
protesters were arrested after a
scuffle involving Marines recruiting on campus. The next day, fistfights among 40 peOple broke out
in front of the Marine information
table.
ASB PRESIDENT
ASB elections were completed
Oct. 12, with Vic Lee receiving a
mandate to office. A few days
later, Professors Against the War
announced that they would hold
"Vietnam Classrooms" during stop
the draft week. On the same day,
a student said that he would

charge Frank Sanchez, co-owner
of Ace towing service, with assault
and battery. A fight broke out
when Sanchez tried to tow the
student’s car away for being illegally parked. By this time, Sanchez had stimulated the wrath of
several students by towing their
cars away and charging what they
claimed were exhorbitant fees.
AFT DEMANDS
Later that month, the American
Federation of Teachers presented
demands to the Trustees for a 30
per cent salary hike. They walked
out of the meeting, claiming
"meaningless conversation."
On Oct. 22, San Jose police chief
Ray Blackmore presented the City
Council with 33 allegations against
automobile tower, Frank Sanchez.
A few days later Valerie Dickerson, senior journalism major, became SJS’ first Black homecoming
queen.
State Senator Clark Bradley, after being interviewed in the Jabberwock, experimental college
newspaper, claimed the publication
was "Part of a left-wing conspiracy to undermine America." In
early November Selective Service
chief Hershey said he would cancel deferments of students who interfered with military recruitment.
Sigma Chi fraternity was expelled from campus on Nov. 13

because Its national office allegedly discriminates in selection
of chapter members. In another
November suspension, students
Jim Hurst, Nick Kopke, and Ira
Meltzer were expelled for their
part in an anti-war demonstration.
The campus exploded on Nov. 20
when a demonstration against Dow
Chemical company swelled by
4,000 student onlookers got out
of hand. Windows were broken,
the American flag torn down, and
a flying wedge of San Jose police
dispersed students with tear gas,
clubs, and smoke bombs.
This was the "riot" that invariably came up during Thanksgiving vacation as parents asked
for details of the confrontation.
Twelve were arrested, 16 injured
in the melee.
DR. CLARK’S PLEA
Anot her demonstration developed the next day, and students,
still affected by the tear gas from
the previous day, listened to President Clark call for a return to
reason. There was no violence.
Harry Edwards on Nov. 28 announced demands that must be
met if Blacks are to participate in
the Olympics the start of
a
threatened boycott that would receive national and international
attention. The Daily reported on
(Continued on Page SC)

KOPKE VOICES ACCUSATIONS
Kopke, susPROTEST BECOMES RIOT Nick
pended from school because of his participation
in the ROTC demonstration, presented at the
Dow protest, November 20, one of many accusations against Executive Vice President William
Ousel. The charges were made in a meeting
November 17, between Dr. Dusel and leaders of
Students for a Democratic Society (SDS) on
the steps of Tower Hall. At that time, Dr. Dusel
was presented with petitions from both student

and faculty groups asking that Dow Chemical be
barred from recruiting on campus. Dr. Dusel denied postponement of Dow’s visit so that a vote
might be taken as asked by the crowd, because
the demand was made too late. Twelve persons
including one attorney were arrested and 16
were injured in the melee which drew squads of
riot ready police from San Jose, Sheriffs deputies from Santa Clara County and California
Highway patrolmen.

DEMONSTRATORS CHANT SLOGANS
fights involving as many
HELL NO, WE WON’T GO! Fist
as 40 persons broke out eight times in 20 minutes Oct. 10 when
demonstrators for the American Liberation Front (ALF) clashed
with ROTC students and other supporters of a Marine recruiting
booth. More than dozen persons, including by-standers and

news reporters, received minor injuries during the second day
of demonstrations in the walkway between the Men’s and Women’s Gyms. William Dusel, executive vice president, spoke to
the crowd thr,ugh a megaphone, informing them that the police
had been asked to control the crowd.
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Class Explores Economics of Racism
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PRINTING
DUPLICATING

By LINDA FENLEY
"Contrary to popular impression. the Negroes economic position has actually deteriorated over
AND
the last ten years, relative to that
of Whites," reports Charles E.
Silberman in his book, "Crisis in
Black and White."
In the 20 years since World Wir
II and the Korean conflict when
the Black economic position advanced because of high labor demand, Black people have lived as
1930 depression Whites did. Black
people commise only 10 per cent
of the population, but, according
to Silberman, they account for 20
per cent of the unemployment
figure and 30 per cent of long
term unemployment.
A class taught by Dr. Marvin
(81/2x 11 One Side, Including Paper)
E. Lee, associate professor of economics, has spent the last semesOther quantities and sizes proportionately economical
ter trying to understand the
"Economics of Discrimination."
COME HOME
(About 10 Minutes)
With the exception of a Mexican-American and a person of
Oriental origin, the students ale
White. To make up for lack of
perspective, Joseph Brooks, a
Black SJS graduate in economics,
has visited the class several times.
Brooks lives in Berkeley and
(INSTA-PRINT DIVISION)
works for the Urban League in
San Francisco.
1445 SOUTH FIRST ST.
PHONE 295-6911
Brooks puts a positive connotation into the word "ghetto." He
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DEVELOPMENTS
Recently the class has been concerned with developments resulting from nationalistic Black Power
thought. However, the class began
by building background. Lectures
included Malthus’ population
theory that promotes racism
through fear of numbers and color.
and the growth of racism in the
United States through its economic
history.
The differing viewpoints of class
members have been brought out
through an open attitude and discussion format of the class. Because one older man, a retired
Registration for Econ. 169 in the fall semester,
JOSEPH BROOKS, an SJS graduate in ecopublic accountant who moved to
a class dealing with the economics of discriminomics, discusses the "Black community econCalifornia three years ago from
nation, will be administered by the United Black
omy" with an economics class taught by Dr.
New England, defends the "estabStudents for Action.
Marvin E. Lee, associate professor of economics.
lishment" or status quo, the disbelieves the ghetto can build a teach its own children. Black tech- Brooks, if left alone by the estab- cussion sometimes becomes symbase on which the community can nicians. teachets, and other people lished system. The need for co- bolically a discussion between tb.
become self-sustaining. With the with skills and education should operative effort is not an intel- student and his parent generation
lectual decision, it is a fact, he
main sources of the ghetto labor, "come home," says Brooks.
REQUEST
The Black community can ad- said. The racism of the whole comthe Black community can build its
The class was formed because
own homes, sell its own necessities, vance economically, according to munity has forced the Black com- of a request from the administramunity into this position. It is not tion to each department to develop
a choice, says Brooks, it is the classes on the racial situation reonly way.
lating it to their specific curricuAn economic advance such as lum. Dr. Lee, envious to teach such
this, according to Dr. Lee, would a class in his department, has
I e comparable to that of national studied the poor in relation to
immigrant groups such as the racism in the South and Northeast
’Irish, Italians, Orientals, and as well as in California.
others.
The class has matured this seFEATURING:
From its study the class has mester and will be updated and
found
that
education
is
not
the
taught again in the fall semestet
Mon. Faces of Jazz
panacea to this problem. Data by Dr. Lee.
shows that Blacks do not get the
Wed. 81 Sat.
Rich & Bill
The biggest failure of the class
same economic return from educathis semester, accoiding to Dr
Thurs. & Sun.
tion as Whites do. (The Black
Lee, is the incomplete study ot
Brown & Sheldon
high school graduate earns less
racism regarding the poor in Santa
than the White grammar school
Sun.
Talent Showcase
Clara county. The local level, he
graduate. The Black college graduthe most difficult to deal
Friday Dixieland
ate earns less than the White high 9aYs, is
with, although one of the most
school graduate.)
trctiit
important. The fall semester class
TIME
DINNERS
will study the Mexican-American
Open Daily at 4 p.m.
Furthermore, t h e increasing and the Indian as well as the maEntertainment
length of time of the educational terial covered this semester beStarts at 9 p.m.
218 Willow St.
process makes it difficult for any- cause of their pertinence in this
294-4009
(St cover for mlners)
one, especially the economic mi- county.

LIVE ENTERTAINMENT
RicaR6o
6 Nights a Week

Select an unfurnished apartment and
4.*

nority, to stay in the system long
enough to meet requirements.
"If Negro employment is to be
increased," Silberman states,
"firms will also have to find substitutes or shortcuts for the expetience they now demand as a
prerequisite in certain jobs."
In agreement, Dr. Lee, as well
as other educators, says that education is merely "learning to .
learn." The ability and knowledge
to fulfill a certain task is learned
on the job.
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Editor’s Nightmare: Racism,
Dow, Politics on One Page
(Continued from Page IC)
Dec. 11 that the state Department
of Finance had cut SJS’ request
for new faculty members in half.
On Jan. 8 at midnight, tow man
Sanchez was scheduled to lose his
business license - faced with 34
felony and 9 misdemeanor allegations. The City Council declared
him "morally unfit" to keep his
service. One student reported Sanchez increased the towing fee from
$25 to $100 when the student gave
him an argument.
SPRING SEMESTER
The spring semester started with
plans for a "Black is Becoming"
week, when key speakers would
help students understand the racial situation in the country today.
A controversy broke out about who
should receive early registration
privileges - faculty members were
against athletes being registered
early, the athletic department insisting that the practice was
essential.
On Feb. 19, the department of
finance struck again with its sharp
axe and eliminated the remedial
math and English programs. The
next day the KSJS staff decided
they wanted longer broadcasting
hours, but they ran into a dispute
with faculty member Dr. Clarence
Flick, and student Jim Eagleson
was fired from the station for
making an unauthorized announcement about the hassle.
The same week. City Council
members visited campus to study
the parking problems. Another
problem was solved days later
when theadminist rationannounced that SJS will have computer registration by the spring
of 1969 -- a long-awaited dream
come true.
DOW PROTEST
Early in March another Dow
demonstration was being planned.
Smarting from the previous violent confrontation, the Daily began
a series of three front-page editorials pleading for reason during
the demonstration. The protest
went around in circles as its leaders moved from Seventh Street to
Tower Hall and then to the Music
Building. About 1,000 students listened to their speeches.
Mid-March saw freshman camp
saved by an ASB committee, after
complaints weie lodged against the
annual camp conference. ASB officers were also busily working on
a new constitution. Days later,
ASB V.P. Bill Clark quit his post
"in disgust." He faced Army induction before the semester closed.
Earl Hansen, 23-year-old speech
major, was suspended from KSJS
on March 20 for the dispute that
was still raging. Two others were
also suspended from the staff, and
they fotined KXUP, a rebel A.M.
station. It transmitted 30 feet the
first day of broadcasting on homemade equipment,
Senator Robert Kennedy arrived
in San Jose March 24 and delivered
a speech in St. James Park attended by many SJSers. The last
day of March was so warm that a
student took a nude dip in the
fountain, and reaction to the Presi
dent’s announeement that he
would not seek re-election was received favorably by many.
KING ASSASSINATED
Martin Luther Nieg was assassinated on April 4, a tragedy which
sparked a new "What Whitey Can
Do" program designed to kill
racism on the campus and help minority group students financially.
Three hundred pickets participated in a Day ot Concern on April
26, which expressed concern over
the war, racism, and poverty.
Dick Miner was elected ASB
president in a run-off May 9. Ombudsman J. Benton White announced on May 12 that he will
go back to hi, full-time campus
minister post. Earl Hansen was
reinstated on May 14 following his
long legal battle arising from the
thus affirming
KSJS incident
and testing Pi e Clark’s important

ROTC Cadets
Given Medals
For Service

VALERIE, QUEEN
Later that week, Valerie Dickerson, our homecoming queen, was
selected as California representative to the National College Queen
Contest. On May 21, the FBI denied that it has spies in Harry
Edwards’ sociology classes. The
next day. Edwards blasted Sparta
Life magazine for an unauthorized
addition at the end of a story outlining the racial situation. Meanwhile a community committee set
up offices on campus to help raise
a $700,000 scholarship fund for
underprivileged students.

Outstanding work,

participa-

bers of the Army and Air Force
ROTC at SJS. Instead of getting
just a small piece of paper, deserving

cadets

receive

award

medals and ribbons.

On May 22 an announcement
was made that SJS stands to make
$75,000 for televised coverage of
the Spartan-Stanford football game
next semester - first big TV
coverage for SJS.
The Mexican -American Student
Confederation threatened on May
27 that it will disrupt and picket
the commencement exercises if
certain demands are not met. A
day later, 11 professors circulated
a petition criticizing outspoken Dr.
John Gilbaugh, former Dean, for
his public statements about the
state colleges.
DORM PROGRESSING
Meanwhile the huge, 12-story
co-ed dorm was nearing completion. It and the new cafeteria for
residence hall students is expected
to be ready in plenty of time for
registration week next semester.
The College Union began to take
some visable shape as workmen

is the Scholar-in -Residence program which E.C. initiated, hosting
such distinguished men as Dr. S. J.
Hayakawa, noted semanticist, writer and lecturer. His lectures were
delivered to capacity audiences in
March.

These medals and ribbons.
nicknamed "salad" in the service, cover a wide range of subjects, including proficiency with
individual weapons and outstanding patriotism and citizenship.
The two highest honors that
a cadet is eligible for are the
Superior Cadet Ribbon Award
and the Distinguished Military
Student Award (DMS).
Other awards include: The
Competitive Sports Ribbon given
to cadets who are members of
SJS varsity teams; the Cadet of
the Month Award given to lower-division cadets for drill performance: and the Academic
Excellence Ribbon for cadets
achieving an "A" average for
one year in the ROTC program.
Ribbons are also awarded for
sharpshooting, honor guard activities and participation in the
blood drive program, as well as
other fields.

With Russ Stevenson’s speak on campus.
Existential
as
such
Classes
artist was available to
all times, and students ! Philosophy and Man -Woman Restudio to paint or talk. lationships have had great appeal.
Doreen Bauman says she hopes
GUEST LECTURERS
Guest lecturers have come to that recruiting efforts will bring
SJS with a great variety of topics more talented people with imaginexperimental films by an under- ative ideas. She believes the Proa
ground cinematographer; views on gram can he quite successful if
the Vietnam war by retired Gen- greater portion of the college poperal Hester: a Buddhist priest who ulation responds by donating time
writes and lectures on his coun- and talent, and if student governapprotry - Vietnam. These speakers ac- ment responds with more
cept little or no pay when the Ex- priations. Doreen adds that "This

real world.
arrival, an
students at
went to his

Last semester an Artist -in-Residence, Russ Stevenson. offered art
students the opportunity to observe a professional artist when
he set up an office campus studio
at E.C.’s invitation. Students receive theory in classrooms, hut
there Ls little suggestion of the perimental College asks them to

NEW DIRECTOR
Doreen Bauman, appointed by
Student Council as E.C.’s new director, says she is "excited about
the prospects for the program.
Students have the opportunity to
design and carry out their own
education." She added, "There is a
need for a lot more publicity,
though, since many students don’t
know we’re here (Student Union
Building, in case you are intrigued)."
The campus population has been
enthusiastic about some of the programs Experimental College sponsors without noting which group is
responsible for them. An example

in a military manner for mem-

((’ontinued on Page SC)
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Out of the Clear Blue Sky...

come Air California’s new
DC-9 Sunjets

Our 7:00a.m. DC-9 Flight takes you from

Graduates Joining
Alumni Assoc.
To Get Bonuses

San Jose Airport to Orange County/Disneyland
in just 45 minutes...
Ranch Japanese Deer Park Paramount
Santa Fe Springs
Placentia Santa Ana
W,stminster Whittier
Stanton Tnstio
Long Beach (Malty areas) Knott’s Berry
Farm Movieland Wax Museum Mission
San Clemente
San Juan Capistrano
University of California El Toro Marino
Base

.ir California now offers Seven Flights
Daily from San Jose to the Orange County
Airport ...The most convenient Southland
Airport to these business and vacation
Anaheim Cons-ention
areas: Anaheim
Center Ang,e1 Stadium Bellflower Brea
Cypress
linena Park, Costa Mesa
Fountain Valley
Downey
Disi le> laird
Fullerton Garden Grove Huntington
Beach City of Industry Laguna Beach
Ncwisort Beach
Monrovia
La Habra
The Irvine
Norwalk Orange l’ir Ii

June graduates will receive bonuses from the SJS Alumni Association this year as the organization is mailing congratulatory letters to potential alumni. Cliff Underwood, executive director, announced that students who purchase membership in the alumni
organization will be given free
cap and gown rental plus a dozen
announcements.
The self-supporting SJS Alumni
Association office is located on the
corner of Fifth and San Carlos
Streets.
Information
regarding
membership may be obtained any
weekday from 8 am. to 5 p.m.

CALL YOUR TIAVEL AGENT
OR AIR CALIFORNIA
FOR RESERVATIONS: (408) 286-7870
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By JO BONANNO
"No tuition, no grade-point average,
no prerequisites
credit
earned is your own involvement.
not academic units." The Experimental College program launched
at the beginning of spring semester 1967 is still making the above
offer to all interested students and
faculty to participate in a revolutionary learning experience.
The Experimental College is a
student organization which challenges both professors and students to use their creativity and
imagination by setting up classes
on anything interesting to them.
The only prerequisite is that instructors have sufficient student
response. Students have the opportunity to teach as well as to
learn. Faculty members have a
chance to experiment in their
teaching methods. In fact, courses
must he kept interesting or else
students don’t want to participate
--and they aren’t required to.

tion and leadership are rewarded

STERLING MUMMY Vb.
BACK PACKER NYLON
LINING and
77
COVER.
Reg. 39.50

over 5’7"
clothes of individuality
for tall and
longer wasted girls

Involvement, Without Tuition, GPA

completed foundation and basement cement work. And money
was approved for engineers to
make final plans for the new 18story library, which will tower
from the present sites of the home
economics building and corporation
yard.
Covering all these stories has
been the daily work of fall editor
Ken Bryant and spring editor
Wynn Cook and his staff. Phi’.
Stone, 21 -year-old journalism major, was appointed Daily editor for
next semester. He will guide his
reporters, photographers, columnists and co-editors in reporting
next semester’s news.
Will the events of next year be
- or nightdreams come true
mares?

Interim Statement on Student
Rights - a document outlining
rights that students have before
faculty and the administration.
While the Interim Statement
was being tested, Ken Jones, 21 year-old Black student, was walking to his English class in MacQuarrie Hall when Dr. Norman
Miller, chairman of the law enforcement administration department, mistook him for a law enforcement major and knocked off
his hat as a token of "discipline."
Miller later apologized for the incident, which raised objections from
several quarters.
Two days later Ben Falk, 22year-old student, was viewing a
police exhibit of drugs when he
was arrested for using obscene
language after a policeman told
him he "could be shot" if he attempted to steal the display marijuana. On the same day college
Chancellor Glen S. Dumke visited
campus, warned against violence.
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Langan Strives for Debate on
City Council.- he said.
thei thing I want to do is
! , student yearbook council
on my progi am us it a:
k out with the Denarimen,
I anote debate ,o
want Ii
Journalism and Aiscrtisa,,;
not p,..I ves," nout
po-ible solution tu the yearbook
l’resident hit
.
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ii., to start \void:
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a by trying to set up a moos!. rissibly a good idea is to
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e to the san .1, sc iece ii in magazine form with
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,From Minn’s Normal to SJS;
’IssuesA 111 -Year History Chronicled

soft cover. This could cut down
nuich of the cost."
Langan is a Minor psychology
major and a member of Sigma Phi
Epsilon fraternity. He was elected
junior representative on a write-in
taket. Ite was chainnan 01 the
11101
he
ASH }lousing Board,
created, and the Student Council
External Policy Committee.
Langan said that he hopes to
start a mogram of need to help
the minority groups and to en laic, mon a student ,4,1sernment
II Ii ,paper. ThIS
lie started as.10
i\Ja’rittitflt t its ’ii m
Asked how he thoIcht the new
a1 stint Cunard
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unit and how een hi a al I
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and
eane liberals. I think I will do ail
considright because I
ered a moderate or middle-of-theroader.
In answer to the question of the
success or fai un it he Dollar
and Sense le
1,j,K,

And we at the Spartan House hope it will be a
bright and happy one. Best of luck in all you do.

cpartan
150 East
Sall Carl(,,

iieu4se
292-2840

Some

art.

BILL LANGAN

\

. ASB vice pres.
success because of the small
number that voted. "They got the
vommuters to vote which helped
and they made sure that their
candidates were well publicized."

Cafeteria Crowding May Be Eased by ’69
With Completion of Residence Hall
By (.’11Eltly, I’t TNAM
Crowded cafe tei iit eon, In ions will
(xised next fall if the new resi,I..nce hall is completed, said (-’afeb.ria Manager Nliehael Dolan re, ently.
"Students living in the irsw tutill
will eat three meals a day. ine
days a week thin,. Thi- %%ill le 111..
&ice the IIUMbel.
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will further reduce cafeteria trade,
said Dolan.
"The union will contain the
snack bar and banquet facilities
now supplied here," he said.
The effect on cafeteria prices
and help will not be known until
new facilities have been operating.
Some workers may be transfenvc1
to the new units, said Dolan.
-Labor rates will determine the
i,.es and they have not been
illicit yet," he said.

By LARAINE YAMA510TO
Spartan Daily Staff Writer
Physical growth and change on
the SJS campus is a long story. It
all started in 1871 when the school
moved from San Francisco to the
present site.
SJS’s first building was destroyed by fire in 1880, four years
after final completion. It was replaced by a new building, better
planned and built, the following
year.
Morris Dailey Auditorium, with
its accompanying tower which has
become symbolic of SJS, was officially dedicated on June 20, 1920.
It was named after Morris Elmer
Dailey, president of the college
frilm 1900 to 1919.
In 1924, the campus of SJS was
further expanded by the completion of a long-awaited manual arts
and home economics building
which cost $129,799.
Under the administration of Dr.
T. W. MacQuarrie the normal
school institution became known
officially as San Jose State College, and the physical structure
of the campus continued to grow
is men’s
as construction began on
gymnasium in 1930 and ground
was broken for a football stadium
on March 2, 1933.
LIBRARY BUILT

In 1941, a much-needed library
was built. Soon after, because of
the war, enrollment dropped but
gained steadily afterward causing
a crowded situation to develop beyond the capacity of the school’s
permanent buildings. In the fall of
1947, fifteen barracks were placed
on the campus as enrollment figures reached almost 7,000.
Also at this time, construction
for Spartan City, housing for married veterans, began near the foot11111111111111111lIll 1111111 11111111111111111111111 111111 11111111111111a ball stadium
In the fall of 1949, the peak of
RITE1k veteran enrollment reached a total
of 8,356 students and the college
faced a serious classroom shortage.
With no funds for needed buildings, classes were held in barracks,
nearby churches and residences
located on the property east of
Washington Square that the college had purchased.
But college expansion picked
up soon after and at the time of
Dr. MacQuarrie’s retirement at the

We Buy All Current
Edition Textbooks

end of August, 1952, the music I
and engineering buildings were
under construction and a contract
was also in the making for a
speech and drama building.
Earlier in the same year of Dr.
MacQuarrie’s retirement, Memorial
Chapel had been completed and
dedicated. It was built from contributions from students, faculty,
alumni and friends.
MUSIC BUILDING
On December 3, 1953, the music
building was dedicated. Costing
approximately one million dollars,
the building contained 17 classrooms and studios, 17 offices and
:36 practice rooms in adicition to a
beautiful concert hall that seated
575.
Three months later on February
25, a million dollar engineering
building was dedicated. The theme
at the ceremonies was "Engineers
for Tomorrow."
Meanwhile, construction of the
speech and drama building had
started in the spring of 1952 and
dedicatory ceremonies took place
on October 21, 1954.
September. 1955 found three major buildings under construction.
These were additions to the men’s
gym, science building, and the library. Also a new Spartan bookstore was open for business,
On June 8, 1956, a total of
1,731 students received degrees in
front of an audience of 7,000 gathered in the Spartan Stadium. In
his report at this time, President
John T. Wahlquist announced futtire plans for new art, industrial
arts, health and faculty office
buildings., and additions to the engineering, music, tan d library
buildings. He also announced that
work would soon begin on an administration building,
RECENT EDITIONS
These buildings have since been
completed.
More recent additions to the
ever-changing face of the SJS
campus have been the cafeteria in
1958 at $804,000; the residence
halls in 1960 at $616,000 each; the
multi-story parking garage in
1962 at $2,377,000; the education
building in 1963 at $1,905,000 and
MacQuarrie Hall in 1966 at
$2,348,000.

As to the future, one need only
look around to see that the campus
never stops growing.
At the present time, a new 12story coed dormitory and cafeteria
are under construction to be completed by this fall and a college
union will be opened early next
year.
In the designing stages, according to C. Grant Burton, executive
dean of campus construction, ale
a business classroom builditty;,
phase II of Duncan Hall, centi,I
library, another parking garage, .1
central heating and air-conditioning plant for the entire campus
and a men’s physical education
building (the old one would be remodeled fur an indoor swimming
pool).
A social science building has also
been requested.
Dean Burton also mentioned
that after the construction of the
new library, it is hoped that remodeling .be done on the present
one for offices for the administraHon and instructors, classrooms
and permanent facilities for the
home economics department.
NEW DEVELOPMENT
"It’s anticipated that most of the
campus development mentioned
will be built in the next five
years," said Dean Burton.
The master plan that the Dean
is speaking of also calls for a depression of San Carlos Street from
Fourth to Tenth Streets with its
lowest depth at Seventh Street,
somewhere between 14 to 20 feet.
Pedestrian bridges would be erected at three areas.
Also with this plan would be a
closhig of Ninth Street to traffic.
Dean Burton commented that in
trying the master plan in the future it is to "integrate and improve aesthetically the campus by
the closure of streets and developing attractive pedestrian walkways and malls, attractive landscape and also to provide some into
terest in hi-rise elements
give some relief from low-rise
buildings."
And so ends this SJS expansion
story, but not really, because it
is one of continual growth and
change .. one that really never
ends.
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j’Maintain Standards . . . Don’t Take
Higher Education Lightly’ Bradley
By PAT REED
Spartan Daily Staff Writer
Among the host of former SJS
students is a Sacramento legislator
whose views regarding the campus
!are well known and often unpopular with students. He is State Sen.
Clark L. Bradley (R -San Jose),
i who left SJS in 1928 to attend
Hastings Law School.
I The Daily talked to Sen. Bradley recently about the purposes
and standards of higher education.
"I do not consider a higher education as something to be taken
lightly," he said. "Its purpose is to
serve as a foundation for professions and semi-professions." He expressed disapproval of the present
trend to give everyone a college
education.
JUNIOR COLLEGE
"Higher education does not stand
for mass production except on a
junior college level. Junior college
should serve as a screening process
for students with below admission
credits who have a genuine interest and potential for higher educational work."
He added that a great many students are "badgered into college
without the interest and ability to
be there."
"Does this next mean we are
going to water down the standards
so that anyone who enters college
can graduate, or are we going to
maintain the standards essential to
recognition of California diplomas
throughout the U.S.?" he asked.
His concern for maintaining the
standards is the reason he opposes
such programs as the Tutorials
program, the Experimental College, and the proposed New College.
"I have talked to students and
faculty members connected with
these programs, and I am convinced that the basic concept is
self education with the minimal
use of tests and grades. This indi-

cates practically a complete collapse of standards. That doesn’t
leave much left to analyze and
study as to what are the merits
and demerits of such a proposal."
With reference to lowering the
standards to admit minority students, he said, the students with

degree as compared to a handout
of a watered down worthless degree."
He said the California junior college system affords every student
the chance to find out if he has the
ability and qualificiations for college work.

REMOVAL POSSIBLE
Returning to the question of the
Tutorials and such programs, he
said it was possible for the legislature to remove them at the state
college level.
"As the legislature and public
in general become better aware of
the operations and meaning of
these programs, there will be legislative action and public demand
that they be stopped," he said.
He said no legislation of this
kind was expected this session.
"One thing which can be done is to
amend the budget to specifically
eliminate any funds for Tutorials
and such programs at the state
college level."
"Higher education in California,"
Sen, Bradley concluded, "is at a
critical crossroads. The standards
must be maintained or be scanSEN. CLARK BRADLEY
... former SJS Student dalously watered down to a point
where degrees and diplomas from
the ability to qualify should be California, by national standards,
brought up to the standards, not will be seriously questioned as to
the standards lowered to them. "I value and acceptability."
don’t believe every student is college material, minority group or
not."
QUALIFY SELVES
He said minority group students
should go to junior college to qualify themselves for entrance to a
college. "If there are qualified
students from these groups who
don’t have the necessary units to
San Jose State College may bebe admitted, I don’t think it is
asking too much to ask them to come San Jose State University by
make up the credits as any other 1970. After being a State College
student has been expected to do." since 1862, the change in status
"I think these minority students would be welcomed by most stuexpect to do this," he continued. dents and administrators.
Assemblyman John Vasconcellos,
"They have enough good judgment
to know the value of a worthwhile D-San Jose, introduced a bill into
the California state assembly in
April, 1967, calling for SJS to
achieve university status. That
particular bill, AB946, passed the
Assembly and was sent to the Senate Government Efficiency Committee. There it was referred for
interim study. The results are still
pending.
According to Frank Olden adbad weather and in draughty ministrative assistant to Vasconcloisters.
cellos, a new resolution asking the
A nation-wide code of colors for Joint Committee on Higher Eduacademic hoods was developed for cation to "study all the implicaAmerican universities and colleges tions, costs and benefits in the
over 80 years ago by a graduate name change bill." may be introof Williams College in New York. duced into the assembly this session. This would make university
DENOTES SIZE
status feasible by 1970.
Size of the hood denotes the
Dr. William J. Dusel, academic
type of degree. A bachelor’s degree vice president, said that the change
hood is three feet long, the mas- would "initially be a mere title
ters three and one-half, and the change." Dr. Dusel continued, saydoctorate is four feet.
ing, "Actually the institution has
The field of study in which the been operating as a university with
degree was obtained is shown by separate schools for a number of
the lining color,
years." The vice president deArts and letters, white; Agri- scribed the quality of students as
culture, maize; Chiropody, nile comparable, the accreditation
green; Commerce, business, olive standards as comparable and the
drab; Dentistry, lilac; Economics, quality of the faculty as comparcopper; Engineering, orange; Fine able.
arts, brown; Forestry, russet;
Dr. Dusel said one of the main
Humanities, dark crimson;
problems that SJS must contend
Journalism, crimson; Law, pur- with because it is not a university
ple; Library science, lemon; Medi- is financial support. "Universities
cine, green; Music. pink; Nursing. have priority on state supported
apricot: Opt omet ty. sea foam research," Dr. Dusel contended.
green; Speech, silver grey; Teach- "Supporters of the universities
ing, education, light blue; Pharm- may feel that a group of state
acy, light olive;
universities would be successful in
competing for limited state reDISTINGUISH HOODS
search funds."
Philanthropy, rose; Philosophy,
"State funds should go where
dark blue; Physical education, sage service to the state is rendered.
green; Health, salmon; Science, If state colleges are qualified to
golden yellow; Social science, do necessary research jobs, they
citron; Theology, scarlet; Veter- should be encouraged to do them,"
inary science, grey; Public admin- he said.
In March of 1967. another measistration, peacock blue.
With the multitude of colleges ure died quietly in the Senate Govand universities in the United ernmental Efficiency Committee.
States, various colleges distinguish This proposal, introduced by Sen.
hoods of their graduates with trim Mervyn Dymally, D-Los Angeles,
In the school colors. SJS’ hoods would have provided a name
are set apart by gold trim with change for all 19 state colleges to
C-allfornia State University at ? ?
one white chevron.

Change in Status
For SJS Name
Possible by 1970

MONKS INSPIRED
Medieval monks inspired hoods
which were first used at univer:ities during the Middle Ages in
England. Monks used the hoods in

This Year’s Grads
Sit With Faculty
At Commencement
A personalized touch will be
ukied to this year’s graduation
:cremony Friday, June 14, at 6:30
e.m. in Spartan Stadium. New
Taduales from the masters and
loarcorlatireate programs will be
seated with the faculty on the
floor of the stadium.
According to Dr. Cornelia A.
romes, associate dean of students,
he innovation of the seating combination was initiated on the request of students and faculty. Following the ceremonies, parents and
other guests are invited to come
from the grandstand seating and
join new graduates and faculty.
1 An afternoon reception preceding the graduation will be held between 1:30 and 4 p.m. in Spartan
Cafeteria. Students from each of
the schools will attend the reception at the same time with the departmental faculty, Dean Tomes
reports Between 1:30 to 2:30
p in the School of Engineering and
the Schoot of Natural Sciences are
scheduled, followed by Humanities
and Arts from 2 to 3 p.m.; Business, Student Services and Administration from 2:30 to 3:30 p.m.,
and Education and Applied Sciences and Arts conclude reception
from 3 to 4 p.m.

We’re shooting for
top prices
during the early-bird sale
We’re paving too prices for
used books now at the bookstore,
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By STEVE LIEURANCE
Within the next 10 years, eight
square blocks of territory adjacent
to SJS will be transformed into a
modern center for business, commercial, financial, and cultural
activity.
Called the San Antonio Plaza
Project, this joint federal and San
Jose city redevelopment is designed to stimulate the downtown
area of San Jose.
A unique feature will be two
blocks of SJS oriented development to boast 1,800 parking
spaces, college housing, and college
oriented shops and businesses.
Demolition is due to begin between July and September of this
year, with construction due to begin a year or more later.
A total of 98 buildings will be
completely torn down, with 23 of

finals. Come in now for ton.

MOYER MUSIC

Curricula Broader I Vow,
Says Oldest Living Grad
"Students have a broader basis
to work on today than I had in
my day, a greater curriculum and
a greater course of study." said
Katherine R. (Kate) Smith, SJS’
oldest living alumna.
Named alum notable of this
spring’s Alumni Association Maga-

MISS KATE SMITH
... class of 1890
zinc, Miss Smith graduated in 1890
when the college was called California State Normal School and is
the sole survivor of her graduating
class of 93 students.
Eighty-five of the 93 were
women and graduation ceremonies
consisted of exercises in practical
teaching. Each person was assigned
a particular subject and was given
time to demonstrate her skills.
Having received her training as
a teacher, Miss Smith taught
school for 48 years starting her

career from a teaching assignment
in Tulare.
After five years there, she
taught for 10 more in Nevada
County before returning to the
San Jose area to teach at the
Mayfield School (now Palo Alto
school). She was principal there
for 11 years.
In 1940, 50 years after her
graduation, Miss Smith became a
Golden Grad, She shared the Golden Grad presidency with Mrs. Herbert Hoover in 1943 and acted as
working president of the organization since Mrs. Hoover was busy
accompanying her husband, President Herbert Hoover.
One of San Jose’s most accomplished citizens and still residing
in the area, Miss Smith, now at
the age of 97 and retired, spends
her tir e reading, working crossword uzzles "to keep my mind
alert" and enjoying the company
of her friends and family.
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(Continued from Page 3C)
administration is moving closer to
the concerns of the student . . .
and sympathizes more than any
have."
"The air is humming with activity around Student Union building," remarked a student leaving
the Experimental College office.
The program was established to
offer the campus populace an exciting, unstructured learning situation. It is an exciting, unstructured experience that many more
people should be clamoring for in
the future.
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"Right on campus"

,,lopment projects, bethe existing structures to be re. four years for completion fromt Jose’s
u -kit Street and Guadaconstructed before completion (..f September because the amount of tween
work involved is fairly large."
lupe Creek,
the project, according to John NorNorberg said there would be alThe San Antonio Plaza is to be
berg, a planner with the San Jose most $20 million invested in the
highlighted by landscaped walkRedevelopment Agency.
two-block section.
ways connecting a series of plazas
The project will include everyBill L. Hendrie of the San Jose and a large park on the west side.
Also as part of the project the
thing between San Carlos and San Chamber of Commerce said about
Fernando Streets, bounded on the the project, -The most important current city libraty will be rething about this project is that it stored and used as a public mueast by Fourth Street and SJS
will tie the state college closer seum and gallery.
and on the west by W. Market physically to downtown."
Parking garage areas are to he
Street.
"It also will provide a link be- located at various points on the
When completed, the entire area tween Park Center and the col- perimeter of the project for easy
pedestrian access to any part of
will be a mall. Second and Third lege," said Hendrie.
Park Center is another of San the San Antonio Plaza,
Streets will be lowered to a "halfsubmerged" level featuring pedestrian overpasses.
The San Antonio Plaza Project
298.5404
has received federal and local ap84 E. SAN FERNANDO, DOWNTOWN
proval. According to the San Jose
Redevelopment Agency, more than
$8 million has been "earmarked"
for the project.
"We will start the project with
the two college blocks," said Norberg. "It will take from three to

is

the 10 % extra naid

nims-so

Plaza Project To Enhance City

Academic Regalia
Designates Degree
In medieval years, academic
costume was worn to keep those
who graduated warm. Today, the
various hoods, caps, and gowns indicate the graduate’s field of study
(ind type of degree.
The traditional mortar board
rap is fashioned after those worn
at Oxford. Doctorate degree holders wear a black velvet cap while
bachelor and muster degree caps
are of black linen or similar black
material.
Gowns worn by those receiving
bachelor and master degrees are
simple black, yoked, choir-type
robes. Three bands of black velvet
on each sleeve and front panels of
velvet denote the doctorate degree.
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MANY GAUGES and indicators are necessary to test a
jet engine, whether it is a Boeing 707 turbine or a smaller
J-44 being tested here. Jim Kindren (left) and teaching
assistant Jim Camier keep close watch on the dials in the

BOB KASWEN works on one of the radial engines of a twin Beech D- 18airplane
in the SJS Aeronautics Department at the San Jose Municipal Airport. The plane is
being pi-epared for flight sometime this month. The department also owns a Cessna
150 which will be used during the fall semester in a special flight training course.
The geology and meteorology department have asked to use the Beech as a research
tool in their respective fields.

PSYCHOLOGY MAJOR Alice Davidson waits for instructions
from the "tower" but the "plane" she flies will never get off the
ground. In fact it doesn’t even have wings. The "flight simulator"
responds to pilot controls much as a light aircraft would and
the pilot receives instructions from the ’’tower operator" who
controls the microphone from a desk across the room. All aeronautical operations majors are required to take e, class in instrument flight tecnnique using this equipment which teaches them to
fly under instrument conditions.

TO A LAYMAN the instrument panel of a cockpit
is a jumble of confusing dials, gauges and indi.
cators. To a pilot one missing or mal.functioning
instrument could mean the difference between life
and death. Gordon Ware replaces an indicator

test cell observing the operation of the engine. General
Electric was the prime contractor for the design of the
instruments and test cell, capable of mounting and testing
a turbine engine with up to 30,000 pounds of thrust.

Students Learn Aeronautics
From Ground Up At SJS
Flight Into the Future Is The Goal;
Air and Ground Instruction
Is the Means

IN THE AERONAUTICS LAB John Violet removes a cylinder from a
Lycorning 0290 opposed piston engine. Visitors to the lab expecting a
"greasy garage" are surprised to find a spotless machine shop where
neatness is stressed not only for appearance, but more importantly, for
safety. Violet is working toward his Federal Aviation Administration (FAA)
power plant mechanic rating.

in this panel which tells the pilot his "rate of climb"
or how fast he is climbing or descending. Ware
is a certified instrument flight instructor in the
Flying 20, a club composed mainly of SJS aeronautics majors.

JIM McKENZIE, senior aeronautics major, examines the rnetalagraphical microscope used to study the grain structure of metals.
This instrument aids in the detection of "stress risers’’ or slip lines
in metal where cracks and eventual part failure could occur.

GERALD SHREVE, associate professor of aeronautics, briefly explains to Spartan Daily reporter Suxan Hauk the operation of a wind
tunnel. The air is forced through a small tunnel
at a rate of 1400 miles per hour. This is approximately equivalent to twice the speed of
sound or Mach 2. A shock wave forms in the

shape of a cone around the nose of a plane
flying at the sraed of sound and as a plane flies
over the r.,.ound at this rate of speed the
"boom" hear., by people on the ground is the
"cone" passing them. Photographs can be taken
of the shock wave cone through the use of filtered light.

